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Jacksonville (Alabama) State UniverSity Tuesday, February 20. 193 
Left to right, AnnSeay, queen; Charlotte Broome, fimt third alternate; and Rhonda Gayle Towns, foudh 
alternate; Gigis Payne, second alternate; Karen Griffin, alternate. 
Valentine Sweetheart 
eav crowned 
No money for Florida 
Wrestling tea 
u 
seeks f inancia 
The Jacksonville State 
University wrestling team 
did not have the money to 
travel to Florida for the 
qualifying regionals, in spite 
of a special SGA senate 
meeting called in their 
behalf. 
A p p r o x i m a t e l y  13 
wrestlers and two wrestling 
cheerleaders along with 
Keith Peinhardt, SGA 
president, met with Dr. 
Stone last Tuesday af- 
ternoon, in an effort to get 
the needed funds ($1,200) for 
the trip. 
The wrestlers presented a 
petition to Dr. Stone with the 
names of over 800 students 
who were in favor of the 
wrestling team making the 
trip. 
Dr. Stone explained that 
because of the 6 percent 
proration by Gov. Fob 
James, the total JSU budget 
was being cut tremendously, 
and that there was no money 
.- 
available. the required funds for the 
"If I could get the money trip, and said that he would 
£rom anywhere," said Dr. contribute $100 from his own 
Stone, "I would certainly do pocket. 
SO.'' Keith Peinhardt then 
A spokesman for the proposed that the SGA take 
wrestlers commended Dr. the needed funds out of the 
Stone on his support of the Lyceum Committee budget 
wrestling team. "We want to to Pay for the trip. 
thank you for the efforts you "There are over 800 
have put into the program," students on this petition that 
he said, but asked that Dr. want the wrestlers to make 
Stone reconsider because this trip," said Peinhardt, 
"We feel that we have a good ''whereas no more than 400 
chance, and we want to students have attended a 
represent JSU in the speech sponsored by 
qualifying finals." the Lyceum Committee." 
Dr. Stone again em- He felt the SGA could 
phasized that he could nat possibly replace the money 
fund the trip without taking taken from the Lyceum 
money from another budget through "profits 
department. "I'm very made on the upcoming 
proud of the wrestling Waylon Jennings concert." 
team's progress," he said, Peinhardt said that he 
"and I'm one of your biggest felt, therefore, that there 
fans, but there's just no was a greater student in- 
place to get the money." terest in the wrestling team, 
Dr. Stone suggested arid that he could call "a 
"passing the hat" to raise special SGA senate 
meeting" that night at 6, ts: 
approve the proposal. 
Dr. Stone had no ob- 
jections to the idea, and he 
called in Dr. Montgomery. 
vice president of Academic 
Affairs, and Mr. Fbwe, vice 
president of Business Af- 
fairs, to insure the proposal 
would be approved. 
A special senate meeting 
was called for 6, Tuesday 
evening, and Peinhardr, 
explained that a majority of 
senators would "have to be 
present for the proposal to be 
passed." 
Wrestlers helped get in 
touch with senators, and 
WLJS announced the 
meeting over the radio. 
Approximately 23 senators 
gathered at the SGA office, 
and waited for over an hour. 
However, a majority of 
senators never arrived, and 
therefore the budget change 
could not be approved. 
d 
By CEDRLC FBJHJ-ER 
AnnSeay,a freshman here Valentine; 2nd runner-up in at Alexandria High School; station manager for WLJS 
~t Jacksonville State Miss Biack Culture Pageant 2nd runner-up was Gigi Radio. 
Art Department 
Jniversity, is the new Miss for 1979, and first alternate Payne, a student at Weaver The judges for the pageant a lalhog County Valentine to JSU's Miss Homecoming High School; third runner-up were Ms. Ann Davis, Mr. - - -L zI(A - - 
gr 
By CEDRlC FBJILER 
AnnSeay,a freshman here Vaientme; 2nd runner-up in at Aexandria High School; station manager for WLJS' Art Depar 
a; Jacksonvilie State Miss Biack Culture Pageant 2nd runner-up w a s  G i ~ i  Radio. I 
University, is the new Miss for 1979, and first alternate Payne, a student at weaver The judges for the pageant 
Calhoun County Valentine to JSU's Miss Homecoming High School; third r w n e r u p  were Ms. Ann Davis, Mr. 
Sweetheart for 1979. Ann is 1978. was Karen Griffen, a fresh- T O ~ Y  Lee, Mr. Plans exhibition from Anniston, Alabama, For winning the pageant, man here a t  Jax State from Howard, Ms. Brenda Childs, 
and was sponsored by Alpha Miss Seay received her Blountsville, Alabama. Miss all from Gadsden and Miss 
Phi Alpha .Fraternity. She ,,,, bouquet of red roses, Griffin was also named Miss Dorothy Tiller, who is 
was crowned by !ast year's gift certificate, Savings Photogenic. Fourth runner- currently reigning as Miss 
riinner, Julie Van Cleave. Bond, free portrait fronl up was Rhonda Towns, a BlackAlabama from Hunt- 
elan  ill^, box of Valentine senior a t  Oxford High sville. 
Miss Seay is an active 
Of Pearson works 
young lady on campus where candy and to ~ ~ h o o l .  Miss Congeniality All proceeds of the pageant By CHARLOTTE R A M s E y  thrown forms, then he ad& 
he is a member of the mo- Macy's Modeling SchOl in Was C1evenger will go to the United m e  Art Department is on slabs of clay which have 
American Association. She High The proud present the works of been decorated with tex- 
was fourth runner-up in last Fi rs t  runner-up was Master of ceremonies for the pageant was 'ponsored by Dr. Clifton Pearson. Dr. tured materials and layers of 
year's Miss Calhoun County Charlotte Broome, a junior pageant was David Driscoll, the JSU Service Pearson has exhibited in clay. He demonstrated a Organization. Illinois, Indiana, Tennessee variety of methods such a s  
e and Alabama. The pieces intern2 modeling and ad- 
s are planned presently on exhibit include ding on pieces of clay, as  ymposi decorative pots, domes and well as  the application of figurative pieces. His work textured materials to the 
reveals an enthusiastic in- clay. He has experimented 
By JANA McWHORTER 
Editor 
The Human Services 
Center will be sponsoring six 
symposiums under the 
cumulative title of "Threats 
Lo Humanity." These 
symposiums are: 1) "Drug 
Abuse" on Wednesday, 
March 1, from 2:30-3 p.m., a t  
che Round House; 2 )  
.'Domestic Violence" on 
Monday, March 5, from 2:30- 
3:30 p.m., at the Round 
[louse; 3) "Men's and 
Father's Rights" on 
hesday, March 20, from 2-4 
3.m., at the P.ound House; 4) 
"Suicide" on Thursday, 
March 22, from 2:303:30 
pm. at  the Round House; 5) 
"Rape" on March 28 from 
2:30-3:30 p m. a t  the Round 
House and 6)  "Emergency" 
on Thursday, March 29, from 
2 4  p.m. a t  the Round House. 
"The purposes of these 
symposiums are to infolin 
people of these critical issues 
and to bring together the 
talent available on campus 
and in the community," said 
Dr. Adelaide Cherry, 
director of the Human 
Services Center. She also 
added, "These sympmiums 
bring the community and 
faculty together in a panel 
discussion. The symposiums 
are open to the community, 
students, faculty and staff." 
The staff of the center 
includes Dr.AdelaideCherry, 
director; Mrs. Mary Patton, 
educational director; and 
Mrs. Joy Jay, secretary - 
receptionist, and they are 
located in Room 3 of the 
Stephenson Gym. 
The center began las t  
summer and got into full 
swing last fall aided by a 
federal grant and has 
programs with Special 
E d u c a t i o n ,  A d a p t i v e  
Physical Education, social 
work and other areas related 
to human services. In the 
social work areas, students 
are placed in human service 
agencies a s  volunteers. 
From these volunteer jobs, 
the students are "provided 
with successful practicum 
experiences," said Dr.  
Cherry. 
If a student is interested in 
working with any field 
related to social work, 
contact the Human Services 
Center for information on 
specific areas of interest. 
>Y OSZU 
Wednesday, March 1, 2:3& 
3:30 p.m., Round House, 
JSU. DRUG ABUSE: Tim 
Baird of The Bridge Drug 
Alert Center in Gadsden will 
present an instructional 
program on dTug abuse and 
drug related problems and 
ways to bridge the gap 
through crisis intervention 
and drug prevention 
methods. 
Monday, March 5, 2:3& 
13:30 p.m., Round House, 
J S U .  D O M E S T I C  
\.?OLENCE : The Sociology 
Club at JSU will host a panel 
discussion on the social and 
legal problems of child and 
spouse abuse. Guest 
speakers will be Judge 
Jimmy Sloan, Seventh 
Judicial Circuit, Family 
Court Division; Bobby 
Malone, CalhounCleburne 
Mental Health Center; Lois 
Seal, College of Criminal 
Justice, JSU; Betty Knight, 
Calhoun County Department 
of Pensions and Security; 
and Patsy Houston, Anniston 
City Police. 
Tuesday, March 20. 2 4  
p.m., Round House, JSU. 
MEN'S AND FATHER'S 
iZIGHT : The increasing need 
to clarify the rights and 
responsibilities of men and 
fathers in cases involving 
child custody and adoption 
will be addressed by Quinn 
Head and Ken Cochran of the 
announced 
Men's and Father's Rights JSU. RAPE: Lois Seal of the 
group and Gary Smallwood, College of Criminal Justice 
Calhoun County Legal at JSU will discuss rape 
Se~vices. from the standpoint of 
Thursday, March 22, 2 : 30- pevention. An informative 
3:30 p.m., Round House, film depicting techniques in 
JSU. SUICIDE: Steve Weiss self defense and methods of 
of the Cherokee, Etowah and prevention will be shown. 
DeKalb Mental Health Thursday, March 29, 2-4 
Center, Chris Devine of the P.m., Round House, JSU. 
Department of Guidance and EMERGENCY: The lay 
Counseling and Jackie person's responsibility and 
Hoivsden of the Department liability in an emergency 
of Sociology a t  JSU will will be the topic of discusson 
discuss suicide-the nature by John D. Moorehouse, MD, 
of the problem, the increased and Warren L. Wallace, MD, 
incidences among teenagers, of the Emergency Depart- 
danger signals and ment Physicians Medical 
prevenhon. Group, Inc. Emergency life- 
Wednesday, March 28, saving procedures will be 
2: 30-3:30 p.m., Round House. demonstrated. 
terest in expressing textures 
and intricate designs. 
For those of you who aren't 
acquainted with Clifton 
Pearson, he is presently the 
chairman and associate 
professor a t  the Department 
of Art Education a t  Alabama 
A&M University in Hunt- 
sville. 
He was born in Bir- 
mingham. His list of credits 
include a BS from Alabama 
A&M in Art Education and 
Elementary Education, and 
MS from Illinois State 
University in Art Education. 
He has a Doctorate in 
Education from Illinois State 
University where he 
majored in Studio with an 
emphasis in ceramics and 
glass, and a minor in 
Educational Administration. 
The opening of the exhibit 
and lecture was Friday 
evening, during which Dr. 
Pearson talked about his 
interest in primitive and 
African art. The majority of 
his work reveals his concern 
with duel forms, and reflects 
the thought that any blank 
surface is forbidden. Many 
of his works are embellished 
with intricate detail and 
different faces are depicted 
on each side. 
Dr. Pearson begins his 
work with hand built or 
response, 
Page 2 
by combining different 
clays, porcelain and 
stoneware clays, and he 
encouraged the participants 
in the workshop to ex- 
periment with these 
techniques. 
The slide presentation 
included a record of his work 
dating back to 1973, which 
covered whtat Dr. Pearson 
called his "Celebrations in 
Clay" or "Wild Pots", some 
of which are currently on 
display a t  the gallery here in 
h m m o n d  Hall. 
Dr. Pearson explained that 
he had attempted to 
duplicate some of his earlier 
works ' a t  times, but it is 
difficult to go back and 
recapture a spontaneous 
response. 
The lecture and workshop 
was sponsored by the Art 
Department and the Friends 
of the Arts. Those who at- 
tended the workshop ex- 
pressed their gratitude for 
the opportunity to learn Dr. 
Pearson's techniques. The 
cost of the workshop was 
much lower than other 
ceramic workshops have 
been in the past. As a result, 
more people attended, which 
helped to make this 
workshop one of the most 
successful ones ever held at 
Harnrnond Hall. 
Clifton Pearson's exhibit 
clearly shows expert craft- 
smanship as  well as  ex- 
traordinary creative ability 
and we hope every student 
will take advantage of the 
opportunity to see his work 
while it is in the gallery. The 
exhibit will end on Feb. 23. 
Exhibit by Pearson 
SGA discmses 
trip to regional 
By JANA McWHORTER Waylon Jennings concert 
Editor having all the money tied up, 
In the Student Government the senators decided it would 
Association (SGA) meeting be best to call a meeting i,yi.tk 
Monday night, Feb. 12, the Dr. Stone the next day to see 
senators discussed the if there was any possib!e vay 
prospect of financing the the University could i'lnai.;(?;? 
wrestling team's trip to the the trip. 
Regional Wrestling Meet. In other action that night: 
The trip would cost $1200 to the senators passed a rilotiorl 
send the whole wrestling to have the Director oi 
team to Orlando, Fla., from Student Opinion conduct a 
Feb. 15-17. The w~estling survey on the methods of the 
team found out that morning Student Infirmary. The 
that they would not have cafeterias are no longer 
enough funds to finance the cashing personal checks and 
trip. After getting a petition the Gong Show will be 
of 800 names, the team Tuesday, Feb. 20, a t  Mater's. 
members came to the SGA to $100 will be awarded for the 
see if they could finance the best act and $20 for the mast 
trip. At the time, due to the unusual act. 
Guess who ? 
The answer to Guess Who can be found somewhere inside 
the Chanticleer. Guess Who this week is associated with 
Jacksonville State University. 
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THE CHANTICLEER 
You're doing better, students 
It's hard to believe ! I have seen students get really for setting up such a fine concert full of big name stars to 
' involved in two activities on this campus in one month. come to Jacksonville. We have to face it! Jacksonville 
h e  you waking up or is it finally that we found something doesn't have the money or the pulling power of the larger 
.that you really like? I sure hope so and that this in- universities in the state so getting big name stars is 
volvement will continue to be a trend in the future ac- almost impossible. You did a good job, Joe! 
tivities sponsored by organizations on this campus. The concert was fast moving with only one short break 
The Rocky Horror Picture Show produced some strange during the whole program between Waylon Jennings 
happenings that have not occurred on this campils in a back-up band and Buddy Holley's original band, the 
long time. Students sang along with the stars and Crickets. Since Waylon was a former Cricket, he walked 
whatever they did, the students throwing ice and cn stage while they were performing and joined for a 
squirting water pistols in the auditorium. It was defmitely couple of songs. The crowd absolutely went wild! As soon 
a11 expenence ! as  the Crickets were through, Jennings' own band im- 
The Waylon Jemlngs concert was the first concert on mediately came on stage with no break in the action. 
this campus in a long time where the students really So if you missed this concert, you definitely made a 
enjoyed themselves. They screamed, hollered, waved mistake because this concert has probably been one of the 
hats, stomped feet, lighted cigarette lighters and just best acts we have had on campus in a while. I hope we 
thoroughly had a good time. have many, more like it. If you support the concerts, no 
Commendations go to the vice president, Joe Mucciolo, telling who we could have on campusin the future. 
President's response 
Our edltor, meanlng mme 
and yours, has currently 
developed a bad case of "foot 
in mouth" disease. 
I am referring -to the 
editorial she published on 
Feb. 13. criticizing the 
handling bf the meeting with 
the mayor of Jacksonville. 
Unfortunately she was 
misinformed about the facts 
and made no effort to gather 
them. 
Had she done some un- 
biased reporting, (which, 
incidently, is her job) she 
would have learned that 
senators were informed to 
attend the city council 
meeting in my place. I 
personally talked to the 
mayor and told him I would 
not be able to attend the 
meeting because of a flight 
physical. His secretary was 
informed of the meeting 
three days earlier, and the 
meeting was set a t  the 
mayor's convenience, not 
mine. 
I initially requested the 
Chanticleer and WLJSFM to 
attend the meeting-until the 
writing news releases for the 
student newspaper, nor 
clammering to every whim 
of the campus media. 
As for the senate, I am 
very proud of them. They 
have passed over 150 
mayor's office informed me 
no media would be allowed. 
He said he would not meet if 
media was allowed. 
After the city council 
meeting David Driscoll and I 
worked for an hour c m -  
posing a press release for the 
Chanticleer and other news 
medias. He agreed to 
distribute this for me, but 
evidently neglected to do so. 
This is not exactly what I 
call "bending over back- 
wards" to help the SGA. 
I received one message 
from Miss McWhorter 
asking that I return her call. 
The responsibilities of the 
SGA president do not include 
motions, resolutions, bills 
and amendments during my 
administration. 
Senators give from four to 
20 hours of their time per 
week for no pay, no 
academic credit, and little 
thanks. 
The attitude of the Student 
Government Association's 
leadership is very positive 
and will remain so until the 
end of my administration. It 
is unfortunate, Miss Mc- 
Whorter, has taken a 
"holier-than-thou" attitude 
toward fellow senators. 
We have supparted every 
arganization and individual 
an campus when requested 
to do so, and will continue to 
do so. Through our movie 
p r o g r a m ,  l e c t u r e r s  
programs, campus concerts 
and many other activities 
and projects, we have led 
and represented the student 
WEEKLY SPECIAL 
I 
body with a zeal uncommon 
to past administrations. 
This organization has over Portill0 's genteel slap planned for Carter visit 
150 students in it, who put in 
countless hours. Through 
bent facts, and darkened 
forecast, Miss McWhorter 
has discredited these people. 
A student editor should 
write for and respect the 
students, not misrepresent 
them. 
The Student Government 
Association has no cob webs 
or dust collecting around it- 
sometimes we barely get the 
coffee pot unpluged and 
lights cut out. 
Keith Peinhardt 
SGA President 
WASHINGTON - The 
United States is dangerously 
dependent upon vulnerable, 
faraway oil fields. This has 
been dramatized by recent 
events in Iran. 
Only a few weeks ago, the 
shah was considered a solid 
ally and Iran a dependable 
source of oil. Now Iranian oil 
has been shut off, and no one 
knows whether the United 
States will ever be able to 
,-draw upon it again. 
The same Moslem ex- 
tremists who shut down the 
Iranian oil fields are also 
active in Saudi Arabia. This 
.,:,,I is our chief oil supplier. If Saudi oil should also be cut off, the United States would 
more expensive than 
Canadian gas. This has in- 
furiated Mexico's president, 
Jose Lopez portillo. 
Carter will fly to Mexico, 
meanwhile, on Feb. 14, for a 
state visit. Sources close to 
Portillo told us that he will 
give Carter a "courteous" 
reception. People will be 
based in to wave flags and 
cheer the American 
president, but the hoopla will 
be muted. 
But two weeks later,  
Portillo will stage a 
tremendous welcome for 
France's President Giscard 
d' Estaing. The contrast will 
be intended, our sources. sav 
out of useful programs. 
For example, police across 
the country reported that 
more than $4 billion worth of 
property was stolen in 1977. 
Even this staggering figure 
is only a fraction of the true 
total. Theft probably costs 
the American people closer 
to $20 billion a year. 
Of course, the loss is 
imply added to the price of 
the goods we buy and the 
insurance premiums we pay. 
So stealing is a major cost of 
inflation. 
The stolen goods a r e  
usually sold to a middleman, 
known in criminal circles as  
a "fence." In recent years, 
the contributions frnm the 
were handed out to con 
stituents. 
Football fever on Capito 
Hill didn't stop with tht 
Dallas - Pittsburgh Super 
bowl. Rep. Doug Walgren, D 
Pa., challenged Rep. Jirr 
Mattox, D-Tex., to a punt 
pass and kick contest in fron 
of the Capitol's botanica 
gardens. Walgren won ant 
Mattox's defeat cost him no1 
cnly his pride but a nem 
Stetson hat and a dinner or 
the town. 
Watch on Waste: Ir 
Europe, Army tank driven 
are complaining that their 
windshield wipers don'i 
wnrk Tt r e m c  f h t  9 15 ned 
- --- ..- r=uLv. ur L C L ~ I I L  years, WlnClShleld wipers don't 
'l1hisH~rd'S View IVIA UKIL'E off, the united States would be intended, our sources, say the contributions from the work. It seems that a 15 cent BOWLES 1 be forced to close factories as a message to Carter. LEAA have helped local part in the wiper mechanism 
I , and ration gasoline severelx. police to nail fences. Several repeatedly burns out. Un- ' Yet oil will soon be Kenwdy - Carter Rift: policeunitshave beenable to fortunately, it is an ex- 
available in abundance just President Carter and Sen. stage "sting" operations. tremely technical and time- 
a ~ r o s s  the border in Mexico. Edward Kennedy, D-Mass., Posing a s  fences, un- consuming task to take the These fabulous new fields disagree shongly over how dercover agents have mechanism apar t  and 
It just Three scheduled on separate days, enough money to eat. Nor kickbacks and payoffs. -auld  supply all the oil in the the taxpayers' money should recovered more than $140 replace the l5eent part. 
tests in one day. ilnny does it you could have "aced" ever does it say that your next 
We college students United States will need inthe be spent. The latest example million worth of stolen tank drivers simpy replace 
door neighbor just bought a complain andgripe about the 1980s. is in the area of law en- goods. Over 7,000 in- the windshield wipers with > h a y s  happen like this? one of them. constant injustices of our The Mexicans are willing forcement. 
After all this time of coasting Or the Unfairness could new tuba. dictments have resulted new ones-at a cost of $150 
t, h h h 0 m e w r k happen another way. It just isn't fair. cushioned life. B U ~  the in- to their oil exparts to The president wants to from "sting" operations and each. 
assignments, every one of Learning of a test a week But then again, it isn't fair justices of the real world are the United States up to four trim $110 million from the some 90 percent of those 
the divine masters cracks away, you bust your butt when the highest paying of a greatermagnitude. It is millionbarrelsa day by 1985. 
L a  w E n f 0 r c e m e n t indicted have been sent to Headlines and Footnotes: 
the whip of knowledge a t  preparing for it. You just wi t ion  in a business goes to fortunate that we have a But they want something in Assistance Administration. the slammer. The Government Printing 
once. At least you how you will get an "A" out the president's new son-in- chance to learn how to cope return. They need a market 
This is the agency that has Thus, it appears, not all Office is using private mail 
alone, seems like everybody of it. But, to your horror, the law. It isn't fair, either, when with these injustices of life in for the natural gas that will hanneled millions to help budget cuts a re  really delivery companies instead 
else is walking around with professor tests you on some %-4ualified people get college, where all that is a t  be unleashed with the oil. 
local police forces fight savings. of the Postal Service. Of- 
the caffiene quivers and red- irrelevant material  YOU appointed t~ important stake is a grade. Mexican officials reached crime. ficials found that in some 
an agreement with a U. S. Sen. Kennedy contends Under the Dome: Last cases, it was cheaper and 
rimmed eyes. I t  always never dreamed be On pitions because their dad It is up us to learn to consortium to pipe two h t  thesavings would cause year, it cost the taapayen faster to send mail by happens about a month into the test. you crawl out of the 1s an old school buddy of a adjust to these unfairnesses 
the semester. ~ 1 1  the room instead of walking. 1tIkgh r a n b g  official. of life while in school, so we billion cubic feet of surplus a corresponding rise in $182,000 to publish a book private carrier. Prison in- 
professors try to get in one wasn't that you didn't know It isn't right for honest may overcome these Mexican gas  across the crime. This would cost the called " ~ r t  in the United mates who become disabled 
big exam just before mid- the material; the professor businessmen to go b a n h p t  barriers when we get to the border every day in the near ~ b l i c  far more, he argues, States Capitol." Although or reach retirement age are 
term. They usually act  like just didn't ask the rightbecause they refuse to share real world. future. Otherwise, n~os t  of than the $110 million that crdinary citizens paid for the entitled to Social Security the gas will have to be Carter would save. 
their course 1s the only one questions. Try convincing book's publication, 90 per- benefits, just like everyone burned off. 
being offered on campus. Your parents that when the 
It is true that the LEAA has cent of the copies were else. It also costs the tax- 
.~,nd even if it isn't, it's the "D" gets sent home. Yet the Carter ad- misspent millions of dollars. distributed to congressmen payers about $12,000 a year 
There are so many things 2 ninistration killed the deal But the money that Carter and senators to give away as  to keep the typical convict in only course that matters. mause the Mexican gas is now wants to cut would come they pleased. Most of them the can. SO you cram and cram. grade report doesn't say. It 
Your seat becomes one with doesn't say you broke up 
the chair. But the end results Your engagement six Or 
are never satisfactory. The months the day before the 
grade report will say three h a l .  It doesn't mention the 
1 ylsH or maybe two D's and fact that you had to sell Your 
l a  " ~ 9 . .  What it doesn't say is book a week before the final 
that,  had the tests been because You didn't 
Letters To The Editor 
where not specifically Furthermore, in case your 
covered in the constitution, ignorance of parliamentary 
Reader's critique all SGA meetings shall be procedure is equa to your conducted according to lack of knowledge of the SGA 
Robert s Rules of Order, constitution, we must inform 
- To The Editor: senators. Another meeting which is the basic guide to 
Your recent unfounded was scheduled, and parliamentary procedure. (See LETTERS, Page 3)  
The Chanticleer, established a s  a siuaent newspaper 
at Jacksonville State in 1934, is published each Tuesday 
by students of the university. Signed columns represent 
the opinion of the writer while unsigned editorials 
represent the opinion of the Executive Editorial Com- 
mittee. Editorials do not necessarily reflect the policy of 
the JSU administration. 
The Chanticleer offices are located in Pannell Hall, 
Rooms 219 and 220, phone 435-9820, ext. 233. 
All correspondence should be directed to The Chan- 
ticleer, Box 56, Jacksonville State University, 
Jacksonville, Alabama, 36265. 
Eric Williams-Assistant Editor I 
Mike Moon- Managing Editor I 
Terry Groce -News Editor 
Mike Reaves - Entertainment Editor I 
Jerry Stinson-Art Editor I 
Allen ClarkSports I 
Dr. Clyde Cox, Mr. Robert Clotfelter, Faculty Advisors I 
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"I hear there was a panty-raid in the girls' dorms last 
night.'' 
"Yea, you weren't there?" 
Naw, I've never been to one. It all seems kind of stupid 
to me." 
Stupid? Man, panty-raiding goes way back! I mean, it's 
just a college tradition! All the time I was in high school, I 
kept hearing about the 'panty-raids' a t  the university. So 
by golly, I started looking forward to it! I even attempted 
one in my high school English class once . . ." 
"You're kidding." 
"Nope. Damn near got away with some, too. The girl 
didn't put up much of a struggle." 
"What stopped you?" 
"Miss Jenkins up and asks me to explain the symbolic 
meaning of this fork in one of the short stories we were 
studying." 
"Too bad. But really, what do they do during one of the 
raids? Just barge in a girl's room and empty their top 
drawer? What do the girls think about all this? ! 
"No, no! The girls throw the panties out in the hall! 
They don't let you in the room! Well, not all of them 
anyway . . ." 
" ~ e a l l y ?  But what the hell do you do with panties?" 
"Well . .  ." 
"Forget it! I just don't think having some panties would 
do anything for me." 
"Yea, me either. There's only one kind that I'd like to 
get my hands on." 
"What kind?" 
"The kind with legs in 'em, of course!" 
criticism of Keith 
Peinhardt's handling of the 
meeting with the mayor of 
Jacksonville reeks of 
journali stic poor taste. Had 
you exercised proper 
journalistic methods, you 
would have learned that Mr. 
Peinhardt did not deserve 
the criticism you gave him. 
Had you done enough 
background work, you would 
have learned that Mr. 
Peinhardt had originally 
scheduled a meeting he was 
able to attend, but the 
conference was changed to a 
time that conflicted with the 
president's already busy 
schedule. The "pilot's 
exam", as  you call it, was an 
army physical scheduled two 
weeks in advance. And it was 
the mayor's office, not Mr. 
Peinhardt, that barred the 
campus press from the 
meeting. 
I t  is  true that Mr. 
Peinhardt goofed. The 
confusion was due to his lack 
of communication with his 
significant progress was 
made on behalf of the 
students. 
If you want to dig up dirt in 
the Peinhardt Ad- 
ministration, there is plenty 
of dirt to dig, but at least be 
factual. If you dig deep 
enough, you can find mud to 
sling a t  any administration. 
How can you rap Mr. 
Peinhardt so harshly about 
that press release he wrote 
for you? It is your duty to 
write news, not the president 
of the SGA. 
When you pointed the 
accusing finger a t  the SGA 
Senate because of the Feb. 5 
meeting, you should have 
turned it around and pointed 
it a t  yourself. Your criticism 
not only exposes your gross 
ignorance of the SGA and its 
constitution, but also implies 
an unconcern of equal 
magnitude. 
Had you ever taken time to 
read the SGA constitution 
you would have seen, in 
Article 1 Section 3 that, 
Black Heritage 
To Editor and JSU Student 
Body, 
I would like to take this 
time and thank the faculty, 
administration, and students 
for coming out to hear the 
keynote address for Black 
Heritage Week. Joe Wright 
substituted for Congressman 
Conyers due to the fact that 
Congressman Conyers got 
delayed in Atlanta because 
af bad weather. 
Mr. Wright volunteered 
his services 10 minutes 
before the program would 
have been cancelled. Mr. 
Wright did an excellent job. I 
hope the student body will 
continue to support the 
Lyceum program. 
Cedric Fuller, 
SGA Lyceum Chairman 
Ms. McWhorter, in the meeting of Feb. 5, not 
The editorial You wrote a single motion was passed. 
entitled "Problems wfth FALSE. On the contrary, 
Peinhardt" was one which five motions were passed, 
Wset me much and one while only one was defeated. 
which I found to be full d mo the motions passed 
false and unfair statements. 
First of all, you stated that (See LEmERS, Page 3)  
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Sights, sounds 'n moods 
(Editor's Note: It is nice to have a Composition class to make contributions 
journalism class and an Advanced to the paper.) 
Everyone is wearing a 
brighter and happier 
gnce the semester is almost 
Feet shuffle. bodies move half over. 
hurriedly a s  
Valentine s h o ~ ~ e r s  the move lat l 
quickly thGugh the1 
department store. The night time activities of the boys dorms on the JSU 
smiles, joys of laugh*. are rapilly 
and tears hit the faces of 
renewing their old 
girls, when they receive reputations of practical h e r s  from the one they pkes, panty raids and mid- I-.,. 
I U V  c. 
A solemn face stares do!: n term shenanigans. 
at a book, while the wheels in 
the mind churn hard at work, 
trying to comprehend the 
material so it will bring up a Love is in the air. Touchingi 
mid-term grade. is back. Shy smiles between 
Birds sing while the fresh young faces appear as  
air of spring is blowing our winter thaws. Gloves are 
way. discarded as hands warm 






- - -  - 
yelling, trajns gang 
the tracks and the 
playing a soft tune. 
are the noises of the 
c l o t h e s ,  m o v e m e n t ,  
language and attitudes is 
replacing the harshness of 
before. Cynicism is 
faltering; romance has 
arrived. 
I had almost forgotten With the fresh beginning of 
what a girl's legs looked like. spring, it is hard to believe 
Today I saw a girl wearing that lust a: few days ago a 
&orts for the first time in young man waited for his 
months. Spring is just hair to thaw before stepping 
around the corner! into English class. 
Spring is in the air! Folks 
are coming out and jumping 
up and down. A boy sings, 
"Oh what a beautiful mor- 
ning, oh what a beautiful 
b y , "  on his way to the 
cafeteria. 
Tennis weather is here- 
yeah! 
AEA is three weeks 
away--that's 15 days, but 
who's counting? 
Now that the weather is 
perking up, we are all get- 
_ _ -  h-l d--_-l 
As I walk down the paths of 
Jacksonville, I see smiles of 
all shapes and sizes. The 
busy hurrying of people a s  
they shoop and ship to class, 
brings about all different 
kinds of smiles. You have 
your instructors smile with 
an occasional nod. You may 
encounter the friendly 
pople of whom you have no 
knowledge. Then there, of 
course, is your friends. The 
mi l e  and simple corner 
station of a friend helps us 
make it through the day. 
Notice the students 
cramming Jacksonville 
fibrary? Term paper time 
has hit the campus again. 
What fun ! 
A teacher said, "Don't pay 
attention to the lecture you 
heard day before yester- 
day." A puppy walks down 
the sidewalk in front of the 
I 
While hiking on the 
mountain, one can tell spring 
has arrived by the sounds of 
the jeeps racing to the fire 
tower, and the yells of ac- 
complishment from the top. 
library and crosses the 
street at the crosswalk. 
The malnourished apart- 
ment dwellers are  
everywhere on campus. 
They are the thin, gaunt 
people who live out of tin 
cans, frozen french fries 
sacks, Hardie's and mom's 
CARE packages. 
She begins class five 
minutes early, so that the 
pople on time always felt 
late. The little Miss Perfects 
have caused teacher to 
believe her jokes are funny. 
She always has you hold 
questions for just long 
enough for it to become 
irrelevant to the present 
discussion. 
THE c3wlWI-R Page 3 
Student teaching is the culminating experience for all prospective practice teaching. She seems to be enjoying these students at 
education graduates at Jacksonville State University. Shown here is Jacksonville Elementary School. 
Donna Narcarrow of Vernon, one of 200 students now engaged in 
The cars look unusuallv I I 
dull now. 
None looks freshlv waxed. I Gripes I 
1 
The dirty film is in- j I 
teresting. I 
Quota bles 
Before the game Monday 
night against Nicholls, Bob 
Clements was asked if this 
was a big game. He said, 
"Yes." 
The faded denim blue sky Students out here are too 
reflects the mass of walkiig passive. The Student 
blue jeans in front of Bibb Government is yery inac- 
Graves. tive. Students a re  un- 
concerned as to what's gang 
an on campus. Immaturity is 
very much demonstrative in 
the dorms. Students have to 
I 
be reminded when to be 
quiet. Kids go around doing 
stupid stuff like giving a 
rocker in dorms away. 
It is pretty tough to drive 
from Martin Hall to Bibb 
A country comment from a 'Graves after the 2 : 20 class 
'hillbilly" faRTler: He 'as SO adjourns. Traffic stacks up 
"sceered" his eyes were big at the light near Martin Hall 
'as eggs. and it's aggravating when 
folks won't pull out into the 
lane to gain the right of way 
A 'Omment by One for a left turn. professor quoted from ,,,, ,,,,it 
- -  . - 
JSU students spend 
spring semester in 
practice teaching 
Over 200 Education 
students from Jacksonville 
State University are spen- 
ding the spring semester 
doing their student teaching 
in 37 different Alabama 
schools. 
Student teaching is the 
culminating experience of 
the prospective teacher's 
program, according to Dr. 
Roland Thornburg, director 
of Professional Experiences 
in the JSU Department of 
Education. 
"Student teaching is ab- 
solutely essential in 
2-- A .  L- 
professional semester ,  
usually their last semester in 
school. Each student spends 
eight weeks of the semester 
in the school system prac- 
tice teaching. The other 
half of the semester they are 
on the college campus 
completing their course 
work. 
A student must have a 
GPA of 1.25 and 50 hours of 
classroom observation in 
order to do student teaching. 
Application for student 
teaching must be made 
months in advance, ex- 
plained Thornburg. Students 
perience. For the first twa 
weeks, the student teacher 
just observes classroom 
procedures. He is then given 
several classes to teach 
himself. 
The cooperating teacher is 
asked to rate the student 
teacher on his capabilities 
and performance. According 
to Thornburg, the student 
teachers generally receive 
excellent reports £rom the 
cooperating teachers. 
The student is also under 
the supervision of a JSU 
faculty member while he is 
_-_ _ L % _ _  r . . -- 
p . . . . a . ~  up, nr - G a- gee- 
h g  Ft. Walton Beach fever! 
professor quoted- from 
Martin Luther King J r .  
"Once you wake up, get up 
and do something and you 
can accomplish something." 
I O ~  a lert turn. 
Instead, they sit back, wait 
for traffic to cIear from the 
left lane, and then turn. 
solutely essential in 
preparing students to 
teach," he said. "It affords 
an opportunity for 
prospective teachers to 
apply classroom knowledge. 
And it gives them real ex- 
perience. When our students 
graduate, they are  in 
business. They are ready to 
teach." 
Students do their student 
teaching during their 
montns in advance, ex- 
plained Thornburg. Students 
are given a choice and may 
do their practice teaching in 
their hometowns, although 
most student teaching is 
done in schools within a 35- 
mile radius of JSU. 
Student teachers a re  
assigned in these schools to 
cooperating teachers who 
are normally on the master's 
level and have at least three 
years of professional ex- 
-.- .,..yr..r".".. ". - UUU 
faculty member while he is 
practice teaching. He 
receives three or four visits 
on the job from his super- 
visor during the eightrweek 
period 
Studknt teaching is con- 
sidered to be part of the 
studedts' college course 
work and he receives six 
hours of credit for it (P. E. 
majors receive nine hours of 
credit): 
Today there is a touch of 
spring in the air. The 
weather is taking a turn for 
the better. This morning 
there was a good clean smell 
in the air which has started 
thoughts wondering toward 
the coming of spring. For 
many people spring will not 
m e  soon enough. 
On Feb. 14, Valentine's 
Day, I saw four florist 
delivery trucks parked in 
kont of Rowan Hall. Three 
were from Anniston and the 
other was an FID Florist 
truck. All making long 
distance much more 
pleasurable. 
One can hardly sit through 
a class in Bibb Graves 
Without being optically 
drawn to the surface of a 
desk. The graffiti found on 
some of these ancient fur- 
nishings is living proof of the 
literary potential of JSU 
students. 
The diagonal sidewalks 
going to Bibb Graves are a 
round-a-bout way of getting 
there. They should be 
straightened and lead 
directly to the dorm. 
A teacher once said, when" 
questioned about all the red 
cn her student papers, "Oh, I 
don't know. It seems to run 
through my veins and drip 
out my fingertips." 
- 
Letters 
(Continued From Page 2)  deposed in 1974. After he was 
- foul-up. But your statement deposed, Ethiopia moved left TWO cen& worth to offer your first motion on 
behalf of your constituents. Critique b'al~e that the SGA office was in 
''turmoil" when you called is 
and today Ethiopia is a 
Communist country. On the 
internationd scene, it is a 
well known fact that Libya is 
pro-Russian and not pro- 
West. 
In this war, God (Jesus 
Christ of Nazareth) will 
intervene on behalf of the 
Israelis and will miserably 
destroy the Russians, their 
allies and some other nations 
that will be involved in the 
war. I have dubbed _this 
unparalleled catastrophic 
event as the Third World 
War but in the Bible the 
official and prophetic name 
is the battle of Armageddon. 
Are you ready for death? I 
do not agree with your 
thinking that you are too 
young to die. God says, "It is 
appointed unto men once to 
die but after this the 
judgment." Jesus Christ 
said, "Behold I stand at the 
door (of your heart) and 
knock, if any man hear my 
voice and open the door (of 
your heart), I will come in to 
him and will sup with him 
and he with me." Seek ye out 
the book (Bible) of the Lord 
and read; no one of these 
*all fail. 
There has been a lot of 
criticism lately in The 
Chanticleer of SGA 
President Keith Peinl~ardt, 
and I've waited long enough 
to put my "two cents worth" 
in. Well, here goes, Keith. 
A fraternity brother of 
mine said that he lent the 
SGA president a towel a 
while ago, and it has yet to be 
returned. So come on, Keith, 
give the man his towel back ! 
Cy Wagner. 
Third World War The editorial itself was a 
mockery of editorial ethics. 
You stated that the 
leadership of the SGA has 
shown an "I don't give a 
damn" attitude about the 
students, The Chanticleer 
and WLJS. If this is true, 
why not back it up with 
specific facts instead of 
empty geceralities such as 
"incident after incident." 
This reflects a lack of proper 
news gathering techniques 
on your part. Your continued 
use of "I" and 'me" is 
totally out of place in an 
editorial of that nature. It 
focuses the attention of the 
editorial on yourself and 
takes away from the subject 
of the criticism. 
you that under Robert's, 
there is what is known as 
sending the meeting into a 
"Committee of the Whole." 
This is for the purpose of 
discussing an issue without 
voting on it. You would have 
learned this if you would 
have listened to the ex- 
planation of the procedure. 
You should have also been 
aware that this was the first 
%A meeting that many of 
the newly-elected senators 
had attended. This "fruitless 
discussion" of the executive 
cabinet was an effort to: 
1. Keep the Senate from 
voting on something about 
which a substantial pation 
ei* the Senate knew n o ~ i n g ;  
2. Give the executive 
cabinet more time to get 
their act together and 
3. Allow all senators an 
opportunity to discuss the 
pros and cons of the cabinet. 
Lbing the discussion, which 
was quite active, you made 
no points on the merits or 
shortcomings of the cabinet. 
Dank once stated that the 
hottest places in hell are 
reserved for thase who, in a 
period of moral crisis, 
maintain their neutrality. 
Aren't you getting a little 
warm by now? 
YOU use the terms "them" 
and "they" when criticizing 
the SGA? Had you checked 
the roll sheet of the senators, 
you would have learned that 
you are a member of the 
SGA. The proper terms 
should be "us" and "we." 
You yourself contribute to 
the ineffectiveness of the 
SGA with your lack of 
participation. YOU have 
already missed two 
meetings this semester, and 
at the present you do noS 
serve on a single c o d t t e e .  
We are still waiting for YOU 
were very productive. One 
stated that senators must 
have a 1.0 GPA, and be able 
to prove it; and the other 
allocated money to bring 
Waylon Jennings on campus. 
The other Wee  motions 
were routine business and 
are a matter of record in the 
minutes. 
FALSE., By the time you 
called, the meeting had been 
cancelled and there was no 
"turmoil." 
Ms. McWhorter, next time 
you attack the SGA, kindly 
have your facts straight. You 
are not only attacking Keith 
Peinhardt, but you are also 
attacking the vice - president 
and treasurer who have 
Meshech and Tubai, in 
alliance with Persia, Cush 
and Put, Gomer and all its 
hordes will invade Israel. 
Among learned and well 
informed theologians and 
Christians who have studied 
the prophecies of the Bible, it 
is a well known fact that Gog 
of the land of Mag* refers to 
(Russia) USSR. Meshech 
and Tuba1 refer to other 
Slavic nations in alliance, 
with the USSA. Persia is the 
former official name of Iran. 
Cush is the ancient name for 
Ethiopia, and Put is the 
ancient name of Libya. Cush 
and Put are rendered as 
Ethiopia and Libya in (KJV) 
King James Version. Gomer 
probably refers to Germany. 
I am  not prophesying 
rather, I am laying the facts 
of the aforementioned 
prophecy on the table. In the 
years ahead, Iran (Persia) 
will either become a Com- 
munist country or become a 
strong Russian ally. 
Ethiopia used to have an 
emperor by the name of 
Dear Editor, 
ARE YOU READY? 
THIRD WORLD WAR IS 
AROUND THE CORNER. 
All flesh is grass and all its 
beauty is like the flower on 
the field. The grass 
withereth, the flower fadeth, 
because the breath of the 
Lord bloweth upcm it; surely 
the people are grass. The 
grass withereth, the flower 
fadeth but the word of our 
God shall stand forever. 
The recent events in Iran 
have raised a lot of eyebrows 
in many parts of the world. 
What we are witnessing in 
Iran is the preparation for 
the fulfillment of a Bible 
prophecy as  found in Ezekiel 
chapter 38:l-23. I will try to 
give the essentials of the 
prophecy in regard to Iran 
without going into all the 
details. Gog of the land of 
Magog the chief prince of 
Secondly, you stated that offices there, the secretary, 
the discussion of the and all the senators who are 
Executive Cabinet was trying to get things done for 
"fruitless." FALSE. The the student body. Contrary to 
SGA is sorry, Ms. Mc- your opinion, it is not only 
Whorter, if our discussion WLJS and Chanticleer 
bores you at times. However, people who "bend over back- 
the Senate was concerned in wards to help." You say the 
knowing what the Executive skudents are losing what 
Cabinet has done to merit little faith they had in the 
having offices in Daugette. SGA. Well, if persons like 
By discussing it, feelings yourself who the students 
were aired and we realized expect to be reporting the 
that we need to let the facts accurately would in- 
cabinet have more time to deed do that, perhaps this 
get their feet off the ground. wouldn't happen. 
As for the meeting with the Sincerely yours, 
mayor-granted, there was a Kim Parker 
You also use the cliche, 
"bent over backwards" in 
describing the way The 
Chanticleer has worked with 
the SGA. Your poor coverage 
of the SGA events and 
continued rudeness to the 
SGA secretary make this a 
false statement. You also 
continually leave out the 




N U T R I ' M E T I C  
COSMETICS 
PELtIAM f'LP7.A 1 I Thought you would like to know I I CIRCUMSTANCES OF TOTAL SOLAR ECLIPSE surface. The image size will depend upon Feb. 26 the distance from the hale to the white Eclipse of approximately 58 percent of surface. Haile Selassie who u a s  ~ o b  Murray. I * .- - I-  author motions a t  the meetings. The misleading headline on page one of the 
Feb. 13 issue: "Peinhardt vs. 
Petitioners", is a violation of 
unbiased news writing. 
Bending over backwards, 
huh? 
We had hoped that you had 
learned something after that 
shabby criticism of the 
Southerners last semester. 
Now that you are editor, it is 
a shame that you didn't. 
( sun's surface by the moon. As viewed by I 
a Jacksonville observer. 
Time LIT ( W W )  G T  
Beginning of eclipse (1st contact) 1% 35m 9:35 a.m. 
Middle of eclipse (58 percent ob- 16 50 M:50 a.m. 
scuration) 
End of eclipse (last contact) 18 05 12:05 p.m. 
Evev Dal 
Smoll Pina 
w M  ma topphO 
m* =3.69 
Spaghetti 
n~dh meQt S O U ~  
-. 
now 
Eclipse should only be viewed with 
great caution, through a 14 Arc Welder Distance of Projection 1 foot 10 feet feet 
Glass. Eclipse should not be viewed Sun image size .I1 in 1.12 in 11.2 in 
through a telescope, binoculars, or any 
other optical device. ~n Hole Cardbosrd box 
Best viewing can be achieved with the 
pin hole camera projection. This involves 
a hard cardboard with a small hole 
drilled through its center. Light through 
g ~ ) ~ ~ ~ : : ~  
- -  ..... ........................ 
this hole from the sun will project an 
~ n d  H O I ~  
image which can be formed on a white - 
F T  FREE DELIVERY Sincerely, Gene Wisdom, Glazner 
Hall Senator; 
Maurice Bowles, Junior 
Senator-at-large 
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Little feet muffed 
Graying Society growing 
By SUSAN ISBELL 
Past trends in the birth 
rate, characterized by the 
patter of little feet in 
multitudes, are gradually 
being muffled by a graying 
society. In 1975, Alabama 
was ranked 19th by Census 
Bureau estimates in terms of 
the percentage of people 65 
and- over. What problems 
will surface from this ex- 
treme turn about and how 
can they be solved? At 
J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  
Universitv an P fling Studipf 
Program has been 
established to educate and 
prepare our society for an 
elderly oriented world. 
The program (ASP) was 
funded through an Office d 
Education Grant which was 
awarded to the University. 
This grant was designed to 
became operational in electives, and practicum fered which provides a 
January 1978 offering a few experiences, students are broader background to 
courses in Gerontology. trained for the diverse areas students in Gerontology. 
Presently, a minor and a of Gerontology. Among the In addition to these 
certificate in Gerontology required courses in the courses, h e  ~ g h g  Studies 
can be pursued. "The Cer- Program, is the Mhmced Program has  conducted 




divorced, and  
other.  
s t imula te  educat ional  
growth in areas  like 
GeronUogy that wfl be with other universities. It course examines the current conferences to brqaden the 
modant in our future and will allow the student to issues pertaining to iging in areas resources. 
is part of a large ~ d v ~ ~ e  ~pecialize in aging within the future. An Area Needs S W e y  was 
Institutional Development their administered by the ~ g i n g  
Program at  JSU. whether it be business, Studies Program in cm- 
- What is Gerontology? biology, socicilogj~ or A wide nection with E~~~ ~ l ~ b ~ ~  p s y c ~ o ~ o g y  ," ;tate D ~ .  tives have been approved for 
Rimarily, it is the study of Douglas McConaUla, head of the curriculum. m e  social Area Agency on Agbmg. The 
aging and the economical, survey's purpose was to the ~ g h g  Studies ~ o g r a m .  B ~ C h o l o g ~  of Aging, In- biological, sociological and gather data on the needs of 
psychological ftinctions 
hoduction to Work' the elderly in order to better 
and Perspective$ on Death 
which complete the process. Through a combination of and ~ ~ i n g  are ohly a few of Serve this growing 
The Aging Studies Program core courses, curriculum h e  numerous electives of- (See GRAYING, Page 5) 
Increase in membership '(D 
Cadet David Thomas participates in mountaineering training 
(U.S. Army photograph) 
What's going on in 
mountaineering skills? 
PBL has 'rushparty' Mountaineering skills is a escorted by trained men that time for fun, excitement and know the right techniques. adventure. This class is Thus, they are there to designed to teach students teach you the right way and 
the right way to climb and to help you just in case some 
The Jacksonville State Richard H. Shuford Jr., dean Science-Department; Dr. terested business students the beauty around accident should try to occur. 
University Chapter of phi of the Jacksonville State L a  t h a m  , M a r k e t  i n  g are invited to attend. At this mountain, there are 
Beta Lambda held a very University School of Department; Dr.  ofti in, three different climbs. They 
successful "Rush party" on Business, spoke to the group Management Department; Phi Beta Lambda is a about a month of range from very easy to Paxton, Economics national organization for all Thursday, Feb. 8, which encouraging members to be proper training before extremely hard. At one point 
resulted in an increase in active in Phi Beta Lambda. Department; Mr. Floyd R. 'Udents in past - are  allowed to m the climbing trip, the Tredaway,  Account ing schools and colleges in- 
membership as  well as  an Dr. Shuford also stressed climb or repel down the climbers will repel over a 
Department; Mr. Al Wilson, terested in business careers. increase in membersip that the administrative staff mountains. This year there water fall that drops 120 feet. 
participation. of the School of Business Marketing Department; Mr. mis  fraternity strives to eight class days At all times there will be a 
Adminis t ra t ive  s t a f f  place their support behind William Turner, Accounting prepare its for %-Mar. 20 of top palayer that d l 1  help you 
members of the JSU School this organization. Other Department. careers in business, business students that down the mountain. He will 
of Business were present a t  members of the ad- The JSU Chapter of Phi education or secretarial Pens 40, also see that your rope is 
this meeting to show their ministrative staff present at Beta Lambda holds regular programs. The goal of this Chandler secure and holding a t  all 
supp~rt  for the business the meeting were the meetings Thursday evenings ,gani,tion is to develop Steele, times. 
fraternity and -offer - -  guidance - following: - -  - - - -  at 6:30 in the lecture room -- - of ~ m p e t e g t  and aggressive are  Float and camping trip has 
been planned for March 23- to complete a 10 mile long 
24. The group of 270 people float ride. The river has been 
will camp in Maloan, checked out so they know 
Ahbama on a camp site on there are no dangerous spots. 
the Tallapoosa River. That 
night there will be a hot dog This trip will be one first 
roast and a nice, fun social , a m e ,  first t4eNe basis, due 
gathering. Possibly try to not having enough boats. 
have some country-western The students have to 
rmsic so you can get in the furnish their own breakfast 
back of the woods mood. and lunch On the 24th. 
Camping and sleeping This class is there to teach 
equipment will be provided. you skills and also how to get Restrooms will be provided along with others. If you 
for the girls. 
would like any other in- 
The next morning the formation about this course, group will headout down the jut get in touch with an 
river in RB-IS rubber officer in the Military boats. They will be heading Science Building. 
down the swift moving water I 
6a,,-LL v,, Cv u=v=,ur =-a ~ c - b ~ r ,  CYIIGO. warn. LUCY WILI uc I I M U I I I g  
- 
fkaternity and offer guidance following: at 6:30;n the 1ectLie room of mmpetent and aggressive k b a m a  All trips a re  Float and camping trip has down the swift moving water Science Building. 
for the members. Dr. Dr. Bruce Eure, Computer Merrill Building. All in- business leaders. 
Looking for a job ? 
Job editor gives tips for summer 
Looking for a summer job? 
While there a re  more 
summer jobs this year, even 
more people are looking for 
jobs according to Barbara 
O'Brien, editor of the 1979 
Summer Employment  
Directory of the United 
States (Writer's Digest 
Books; paperback, $5.95). 
O'Brien wains, "If you 
really want an interesting 
summer job, apply before 
the end of February. The 
exciting jobs go fast." 
Even though the 1979 
Summer  Employment  
Directory of the United 
States lists over 50,000 
summer jobs, O'Brien says 
there will be several can- 
didates for each job, and 
many candidates for the 
more desirable jobs. 
Getting a summer job 
often depends on learning 
the special things summer 
employers look for in a job 
candidate, O'Brien says. 
"You're in a better com- 
petitive position for a 
summer job if you know in 





advance what your in- 
terviewer wants to hear, or 
what an employer would like 
to read in a letter of ap- 
plication." She compiled the 
following list while sur- 
veying the employers who 
seek summer workers 
through the 1979 Summer 
Employment Directory of 
the United States. 
1. Summer camps, for 
example, want people with 
leadership personalities. Be 
attentive in a personal in- 
terview. Show energy and 
e n t h u s i a s m .  A s k i n g  
questions shows you're in- 
terested. 
2. Places like dude ranches 
and national parks hire 
people who look and act 
healthy. Be careful about 
your appearance in a per- 
sonal interview. Stand up 
straight, sit up straight and 
don't slouch. 
3. When you apply for a 
summer job by mail, watch 
your presentation, not only 
appearance (of course, you 
think you care more about 
the scenery than about his 
summer theater. 
4. When you get an ap- 
plicati~n blank in the mail 
from an employer, resptnd 
immediately, and fill out the 
form completely. Employees 
are looking for people who 
get the job done fast and 
thoroughly. 
5. Don't apply for a job if 
you can't stay for the whole 
season. Employers expect 
you to keep your contract 
commitments. Many em- 
ployers will pay you a bonus 
on your base pay throughout 
the summer only if you stay 
past Labor Day. If your 
school starts before Labor 
Day, maybe you should talk 
to the administration about 
the problems that creates for 
you and for everybody else 
who wants a summer job. Or 
you could investigate late 
registration. 
6. If you have good speech 
and communication skills 
and an outgoing personality, 
who's more reserved and 
shy. 
7. If you want a high- 
paying position in an ex- 
pensive resort, you must 
bring some professionalism 
to the job. That means ex- 
perience in a similar job and 
it also means a professional 
attitude. Professionals don't 
just work from 9-5 o'clock, 
-and they don't have to be told 
what to do; they show 
initiative and imagination on 
their own. 
8. Summer camp 
managers obviously look for 
people who like kids and 
relate to the needs of 
children. But they also look 
for people with altruistic 
values who want to help 
others. If you can document 
that attitude on a resume, do 
so. 
9. Think of yourself as a 
product. What can you do? 
Who could use your skills, 
your experience (baby 
sitting, newspaper routes, 
work on school papers, 
should type neatly) but also you'll have a better chance school plays, church work) 
content. Don't say, "I want in a summer job interview. and your enthusiasm. 
to spend the summer in ~n articulate person has a Package yourself ap- 
Maine." The employer will definite edge over someone propriately, with a well- 
Health field 3 wide open 
1 By PAUL MERRILL working with people (this is selected occupations, ranked 
Almost anything that you not the criteria for all health according to average I 
I w ~  Now Have Spring 
SHOP I '" lhe Nwre ~ ~ & ~ ~ ~ g l ~  
time and will, more than of  exa as Medical   ranch manager, 1,501; clinic nurse 
likely, remain open for some conducts a survey of per- specialist (high level patient 
time. sonnel salaries in hospitals, care, MS degree), 1,477; I 
read nowadays that men- jobs, but the majority) then monthly earnings for ex- 
tions health pro£essions says the field of health could perienced employees: 
that the field of health is definitely be for you. Nurse anesthetist, $1,697; 
wide open at this particular Each year the University pharmacist, 1,593; clinic 
1 Tennis Ware In Stock 11 If you're a t  all scien- medical schools and medical uically oriented, and enjoy centers. Following a r e  (See HEALTH, Page 5) 
written resume, and market 
yourself systematically. 
O'Brien says that the most 
exciting summer job in the 
1979 Summer Employment 
Directory of the U. S. 
"Depends on where you 
come from. Somebody from 
Trenton, N. J., might think 
that a summer a s  a horse 
wrangler a t  Bill Cody's 
Ranch Inn in Wyoming is 
really great. But somebody 
from Cody, Wyoming, who 
already knows all he ever 
wants to know about horses, 
might get into being an office 
temp in Trenton, N. J." 
O'Brien thinks that her 
own position a s  editor of the 
1979 Summer Employment 
Directory of the United 
States is possibly one of the 
most interesting jobs 
around. "Every year, I'll 
contact 30,000 employers 
across the United States to 
update the Summer Em- 
ployment Directory. You 
talk to some really won- 
derful people doing that, and 
mostly you hear abuout g a d  
relationships that develop. 
Some employees come back 
to work in the same summer 
job all through high school 
and college. Some eventually 
go into their summer line of 
work as a profession after 
they finish school." 
The 1979 Summer Em- 
ployment Directory of the U. 
S. (Paperback - 208 pages) is 
publish6d by Writer's Digest 
Books, 9933 Alliance Road, 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45242. It can 
be published a t .  most 
bookstores or ordered from 
the publisher at $5.95 plus $1 
for postage and handling. 
Time waits for no 
man's budget. So right 5~ F I ,  < fi 130nd\ ]la\ 6 ~ n t t  r< ,t
now's the time to look ,,ht n 17, I<I ti ,m,iturit\  i , f  ,it ar. ( 4 '  t111 f i i b t  \ <  a r )  l n t t  rt.1 
out for your future 1 -  llot \ , i t ) ) $  <i t o  5tdtt o r  
.acd buy U.S. Savings ~ n c o r n c  t a x i -  a n d  i t  dl rai t a x  ma\ I), <It f t  rrc <I unt11 rc d< tn11t1c)rl 
Bonds. You see Bonds 
always pay off. So 
they're one of the best 
ways to save for your 
future. 
Just sign up for 
Bonds through the 
Payroll Savings Plan at 
work or through the 
Bond-a-hlonth Plan 
where you save. Either 
way you'll start saving 
automatically. 
So look out for your 
future. 
Start buying U.S. 
Savings Bonds today. 
You'll have a lot to look 
forward to tomorrow. 
in-mer ica. 
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Gallop polls U.S. youth 
Question: "Whichwere the particularly shocked by the his classes, Dr. Gregory £ram given data, ability to 
two last states admitted to young people's basic Jeane found that even deal with abstract concepts, 
the United States?" An- ignorance of geography. students well informed in ability to read and interpret 
s w e r s  : " F l o r i d a ,  " Gallup noted that even current events could not graphs, and map in- 
"Mexico," "Canada." though the world had locate on a map the place of terpretation were tested with 
Question: What nation in become smaller with ad- occurence. There was little surprising results. An 
the world has the largest vances in transportatim, or no working knowledge of overallseriouslack of ability 
population? " Answers : and the United States had geography. After his fin- to deal with basic geographic 
"United Nations." become more important, dings were picked up skills was found. The 
Question: "If oil tankers geography had been dropped nationwide, he was per- majority of students had 
cannot use the Suez Canal, from the curriculum of the suaded to do a more formal either one or no courses in 
by what route do they get schools. For example, 93 study, in progtess now. geography before and of 
from Saudi Arabia to the percent of the students Dr. Jeane, along with his those having previous 
United States?" Answers: tested could name their state colleague, Dr. Emily Melvin, geography courses, the V '"' 
"the Panama Canal," "I- capital, but only 23 pfxCent is conducting a study now of exposure to geographic skills 
95." had any idea of the distance entering freshmen in didn't have lasting effects. 
According to an article between New York and San Alabama universities to see These findings, although 
recently published in The Francisco. A quarter don't how well our educational preliminary, indicate a 
Anniston Star, these are realize that New Jersey is on system is geographically definite need to incorporate 
some of the answers George the East Coast, Oregon on educating our young people. more geography into 
Gallup Sr., received when he the West. Five areas were chosen in elementary and secondary 
polled one thousand 17- and Closer to home, work is in which students should have curriculum in the state of 
18-year-olds across the progress a t  Auburn skills if they were educated Alabama. Hopefully, the 
country last year. Gallup University to determine according to the guidelines status of geography will 
qoke of the "tremendous entering freshmen's abilities stated in the State Curricula improve in the current re- 
political illiteracy" among in using geographic skills. Guide. Map orientation, examination of the State I the young, but he said he was Through informal testing in ability to make inferences Curricula Guide. 
Health 
head nurse, 1,375; speech 
pathologist, 1,372; training 
specialist, 1,341; medical 
social worker, 1,340; medical 
librarian, 1,338; physicians 
assistant, 1,325; audiologist 
(hearing specialist), 1,304; 
medical record and ad- 
ministrator, 1,279; ad- 
ministrative assistant, 1,274; 
dietician, 1,,224; physical 
therapist, 1,206; medical 
technologist, 1,192; oc- 
cupational therapist, 1,178; 
population. 
The results of the survey 
were based on 236 interviews 
conducted in the 10 counties 
of the Northeast Alabama 
-Regional Planning and Cou~le  feeds 7,000,000 Development Commission. The areas of possible needs were: 1) legal services, 2) 
1 ar / / economics, 3) health, 4) 
transportation, 5) recreation 
BY CHUCK AVERY worms in waste disposal and character, Snuffy Smith. operation. They have a large and education, 6) personal 
The small American asa possible food source, the When asked about the bait contract along needs, ?, and 
- - - -  A - &- - L A -  a a .* 
(Continued From Page 4) 
staff nurse, 1,170; nuclear 
medicine technologist, 1,126; 
ultrasound technician, 1,126; 
medical illustrator, 1,091; 
c o m p u t e r  s c a n n e r  
t e c h n o l o g i s t ,  1 ,074;  
respiratory therapist, 1,071; 
recreational therapist, 1,069; 
radiologic . technologist, 
1,031; medical laboratory 
technician, 975; dialysis 
technician, 943; licensed 
vocational nurse, 874; EEG 
technician, 848; certified 
laboratory assistant, 844; 
operating room technician, 
836; EKG technician, 753. 
If you're interested, the 
complete study-"1977 
National Survey of Hospital 
and Medical School 
Salaries7'-is available for 
$15 from: Personnel Office, 
University of Texas Medical 
Branch, Galveston, Tex., 
77550. 
If you don't know what all 
of these health jobs do, or 
would like to h o w  more 
about any one aE these w- 
cupations, or any oc- 
cupation, for that matter, 
chances are good that we 
will have that information at 
the Career Development and 
Counseling Services (CDC- 
S).  Explore many oc- 
cupations-don't merely 
study about one. You may 
find that you a re  well 
qualified to do a number of 
things. 
bray 
(Continued From Page 4 )  
could provide new programs 
and opportunities to senior 
citizens. The sharing 
resources involved industry, 
business, education, service 
agencies, health care 
agencies and civic groups. 
The Aging Studies 
Program has also given 
demonstrations a t  local 
nursing homes and at the 
Department of Pensions and 
- .  - 
a well-known older scholar in 
aging to speak on campus to 
the student, faculty and 
administration. These 
seminars are educational as 
well as  entertaining. 
Professor Emeritus a t  
Converse College, Spar- 
tanburg, S. C., Dr. 
Rosamonde Boyd, spoke at 
the University last fall, and 
Dr. Nathan Shock, Scientist 
- .. . . - - . . - 
given rise to a myraid of 
problems. With an easily 
accessible public tran- 
sportation ,system, those 
elderly persons living in 
snall rural communities can 
commute to and from the 
grocery store, their personal 
physician or health clinic, 
and drug store. These 
common trips are necessary 
in maintaining . ... health as well 
The small American as a passible food source, the When asked about the bait contract along wi& ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' s $ g , p ~ ' ' ' ~ ~  ~epa r then t  of Pensions and Dr. Nathan shock, scientist in maintaining health as wefi 
farmer may feed the bulk of future looks quite promising feeding of the worms he another contract for feed crime. Recreation was Security. These programs mer i tus  at the National as nutrition. 
the world but Wagner and for the worm industry. replied, "Worms will eat worms to a zoo in the Mid- ranked number one in the were geared toward working Instibute on Aging in Nutrition was considered a Gay Hinton feed their Wagner Hinton graduated almost anything that won't west. needs area. Fifty-eight with elderly who are suf- Baltimore will be on campus minor problem when people 
worms, seven million of from JSU in 1975 with a bite back, but their main diet When asked is all the hard prcent of Ulase interviewed fering from hearing and in March. produced their own food, but, 
them. degree in biology while Gay consists of organic waste." work worth it, they agreed list recreation as an im- visual losses. ~lthough the reasons for now, due to the rise in fast 
Located on approximately completed her deglee in Gay's main interest in- that it was hard work but the portant need. Nutrition Perhaps the most involved studying aging are vast, the foods, the elderly population 
100 acres just south of mciology in 1976. Besides the eludes working in their fun side of farming is the followed with 43.0 percent program developed by the primary reason stems from is not aware of the Huntsville, the Hintons have worms, the Hintons also garden and raising her main reason they stay. responding of the elrpressed ASP is the Rural Aging the fact that the proportion nutritionalvdueandoften are become part of a new breed have 6,000 laying hens for horses. "It is peaceful and After watching the movie, needs. Workshops. This program is of elderly people is growing not able to meet their 
of farmer. egg pmduCti0nS and several quite without all the hustle "Gone With the Wind," A Numtional being conducted in con- and the birth rates are nutritional needs. 
worm farming is not a new horses. and bustle of city life. The Wagner commented, "That for Senior Citizen Center Site nection with the Univeqity declining. The post World In Ckhoun County alone 
idea, but with low overhead Wagner stated, "I always work is hard but the rewards old man is right, the land is &gers was presented at oif Alabama in Bir- War I1 baby boom gives rise 11.3 percent of the population 
and a large profit margin, it wanted to be a fmne r  Jo 1 ,  are great. My dream is to the only thing that is per- the University. This in- mingham's Center for to the strains of elderly are 65 or older.. This fast- 
is becoming more popular could be a man who was raise beautiful horses." and to quote formative workshcp aided Aging. The rural workshops population in the future. By growing number of people 
than ever before. With new outstanding in his field." His Gay and Wagner are Aristotle, 'the earthworm is mnagers of local nutrition for the elderly cover a 10- the year 2000, these baby will require n~uch a t~~nt ion  
developments for the use of hero is the comic strip pleased with their worm the intestines of the soul.' " county area and con- boom children will be en- and services in the future. 
sites' This program 'On- centrates on smaller cam- tering their later years. At The problems which 
sisted of several 
enlightening lectures which munities within each county. this time, there will be a surround the elderly world 
\ provided the managers with These workshops aye for- greater need for services are mounting. The soluti6ns 
o \ 6 information on a variety of mulated to provide in- and programs to provide to thse impwtant issues i re  
6 
6 formation to the rural help. not concrete, but, through 0 subjects. elderly. programs and personal 
The ASP also cesponsored T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  a n d  actiontherequiredreseawh 
a one-day regional con- A series of Distinguished nutrition have been can deliver some answers'to 
ference with Gadsden State Senior Scholar Seminars described as the two major ease sociological and 
Junior College. The con- have been established by the problems among the elderly. p s y c h 0 lo g i c a 1 s t  r e s s 
ference was concerned with program.  his program is The lack of public tran- surrounding the elderly 
- - 
rxc 
C l ~ f f s  Notes are wr~t ten by 
experts who know how to help 
you understand and enjoy those 
difficult novels, plays and poems. 
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Arbitrio 
by our SGA office and letting And don't you believe it's extra five is for, "expenses," 
them know what kind of acts because we can' t  afford according to Joe Mucciolo, 
we'd U e  to see. better, because we can. SGA vice - president. 
As one SGA official put it, We,re spending c'probably 
"That's just al l  that  is  
amund $16,000 by the time As I said in the beginning, I 
available." If this is true, am not placing blame on our 
then MY BAR it's all over," one SGA of- ficlal said. Superstars like SGA. They've done a fine p b  
must have some really the BLUES BROTHERS are m all other areas. But I don't think they are aware of how 
'Ontacts. In just ? only about 25,000 big ones. I much suppwt the students 
of years'BR0THERS believe that for around or 
would give for a rock act  
such names under 16 grand we could get (although DR. HOOK drew By MICHAEL REAVES as Gregg Allman, Wet Willie; a popular rock act that the 
Entertainment Editor Cowboy, and many other students would turn out for. over 3,000 in Gadsden's 
major music figures ( a s  far Convention Hall, and that is 
It has come to my at- as  music that young people But Waylon and the a pretty good gauge). So 
tenbon that you a s  students generally like to hear). Put Crickets are only costing the drop by their offices and let 
have not been com- this record, that  of a SGA approximately $10,000. them know how you feel. If 
municating with your SGA pnvately owned night club we lose money on this con- 
representatives. I t  seems against that of Jackson- Our SGA used to bring us cert Friday, it could be a 
that they think that all you ville's, a large university. acts like Linda Ronstadt, long time before we see 
want to see is cowtry and JSU has recently brought us Kiss, Seals & Croft, and the another one. And the same 
western acts. Ifind this hard Dolly Parton, Jerry Jeff Atlanta Rhythm Section. SGA official tells us that the 
to believe, this being a Walker (which the SGA tells Now we have country. As I advance sales are looking 
college town and all. me only about 575 showed up said before, I'm not against rather discouraging already. 
Now don't get me wrong- for, compared to the nearly that style of music, but I for 
I'm not gettlng down on any 3,000 that came to see Wet one would like to see JSU get Even if you,re a dyed - in - 
particular groups of people. Willie during their three back into rock, at least in the - wool rock fan, out 
Not the SGA, not the night gig a t  BROTHER'S), Prt. That is the major for the waylon 
. . 
students, and certainly not and now they give us Waylon preference on any given for JSU concert activity's 
country music. That style of Jennings. Not that these are State-college campus. sake. We don't want to lose 
music is a part of this section not also major music our rock any more than we 
of the nation. I just don't figures, but think about what Our SGA is spending over wanted to lose our grass. 
think that any of us are going kind of acts you prefer to see. 15,000 clams for him. The 
National top ten 
By MICHAEL REAVES 
Entertainment Editor 
Since I goofed and printed 
this week's Hot Ten last 
week, and there have been 
no changes, the attention will 
fall on new entries in the 
mainstream. 
Entering a t  number 90, 
STONEBOLT, who had the 
snash hit, "I Will Still Love 
You", gives us yet another 
goldbound single off the 
same LP, "Love Struck." 
THIRD WORLD comes to 
the charts a t  89 with "Now 
That We've Found Love." 
CHIC'S latest to be looking 
for a t  the 88th spot is "I Want 
Your Love," co-written by 
Nile Rodgers and Bernard 
Edwards. BOB WELCH fills 
number 87 with "Precious 
Love" followed closely 
behind by TOTO's newly 
released single from their 
debut LP "TOTO." EDWIN 
STARR, who has  been 
dominating the disco charts 
for several weeks, lands in at 
number 84 with "Contact." 
LINDA RONSTADT, who 
gave us "Ooh, Baby, Baby," 
just a few weeks back from 
her "Living in the USA" LP 
now gives us "Just One 
Look," coming in a t  number 
80. CHER offers a new start 
back with "Take Me Home", 
this week's number 75. 
SISTER SLEDGE eases in a t  
69 with "He's the Greatest 
Dancer." It's been a great 
deal of fun mining the riches 
of BILLY JOEL'S "52nd 
Street" LP, and from deep 
within that mine comes his 
latest, "Big Shot," weighing 
in a t  number 67. Last but not 
by any means least, DIRE 
STRAITS enters the charts 
at number 47, higher than 
almost any new entry, with 
their overnight success of 
"Sultans of Swing. " 
Not much happening in 
album action, except that 
ROD STEWART'S "Blondes 
Have More Fun" LP and the 
BLUES B R O T H E R S '  
"Briefcase Full of Blues" 
switches places, putting Rod 
cn top. Any of you statistic 
nuts might be interested in 
this: SATURDAY NIGHT 
FEVER SOUNDTRACK is 
ranked number 36 of the 
nation's best selling LPs on 
the charts, and has held that 
position for over three 
(See NATIONAL, Page 7)  
Chuck Mangione W ED. Tennessee Pulley Bone ~~d~~~ nr,fe Citv scene 'rH uHs. Tennessee PuUey Bone 
J 
Huntsville, Alabama mly (no reserved seats). Tickets are now On sale, all at 7:30 Pam' Auburn University Eagle people have hired the 
VonBraunCivic Center Tickets are $7 for the first seats reserved. ~~~~~i~~ Tickets are now on sale Auburn SGA afllcials still newest group on the scene, 
Feb. 24-Parliament - 2,000 and go up to $8. with B ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ , ~  own through the SGA of the' will not release any in- C E N T R A L I N - 
Funkadelic in concert, March 3-Lawrence Welk M O T H E R V S F I N E S T T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  University. Price is $7.50, formation regarding their '~'ELLIGENCE AGENCY. At 
starting a t  8 p.m. Tickets are and His Orchestra, tentative. are $7.50 and $8.50. general admission. To be mystery guests, still under least, that's what they're 
now on sale a t  the Civic Call 533-1953 for details. held a t  the Memorial the "signed contract" acting like. Tuscaloosa, Coliseum on the campus. blanket. A reliable source Center in Huntsville (call March 11-Peabo Bryson university of ~ l ~ b ~ ~ ~  
FKI* T~~~~~~~~ pulley Bone 
SAT* Tennessee Puby  Bone 
MON. Lower 40 Grass Band 
533-1953). General admission in concert, starting a t  8 p m .  
~ ~ b .  2 w i m m y  ~ ~ f f ~ t  in 
tells us that possibly the War (See CITY, Page 7)  Auburn, Alabama 
,rar-rvvu,. u r . ~ r a u r  u - i u u u r v . a  u r  r u ~ ~ r r ~  r, C U Z ~  a b  u pd11. Auburn, Alabama ---- -- ---r ~ V W S Y A J  v v  a~ I".-- -11 1 9 1 482: I ]  Feb. 2OJimmy Buffet in 6 J 
MARCH 2 7:00 P.M. 
Jackson r i l le  S t a t e  Univers i ty  
STUDENT COMMONS AUDITORIUM 
Tickets: 
$3.00 Advanced - $4.00 A t  Door 
SCREEN -I BY OII ICTTD BY 
ROBERT BOLT DAVID LEAN IK?! PANAVISION~ METROCOLOR MGM 
Feb. 2 7 7:00 Only 
Feb. 22 7:00 and 9:30 
FOR TICKETS: PHONE 238-1524 -OR- GET TICKETS AT  THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS I ( 1  I I 
* S.G.A. JACKSONVILLE STATE UNIVERSITY *CHRISTIAN BROTHERS, GADSDEN, A L  
* EVANGEL BOOK STORE, ANNISTON, AL PSALM 150, BIRMINGHAM, AL 
- r P 
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Backstage 
. . A t recent performances 
BY P A m  JOHNSON 
This past  week remember th iqp  forgotten. actresses prepare for their Scene one is over, and the 
Jacksonville State students At 7:30 a shoe is lost admist entrance. Curtain time- hustle-bustle of changing 
had the chance to see two the piles of shed clothing, 8:00. Butterflies are ram- clothes starts again. Scenes 
plays, "The Women" and and there is a frantic search pant. are changed, and in two 
"Twelve Angry Men" but for the right color lipstick. Things start out smoothly minutes the next scene 
what they did not get a Hair s tar ts  falling f rom and there is a sigh of relief. begins. 
chance to experience was the beneath the bobby pins and The crowd laughs a t  a line, Sometime during the show 
feeling of being backstage. hair spray. At 7:45 everyone and you know it is going tobe someone must run into a 
Sitting in the audience chairs is listening and trying to a success. Then there is a table, knock a chair over, or 
and sitting in the backstage estimate the size of the silence on stage and break a glass. Time flies by 
chairs are quite different. audience. Then above the everyone agonizes. Is a line and the last scene is here. It 
At 7 p.m., everyone is a t  excited whispers and "Break forgotten, or is there sup- is performed splendidly and 
the theatre dressed, made- a leg's" the stage manager's posed to be a pause? Ahh! last of all is curtain call. The 
up and waiting for curtain? voice sounds, "Two minutes! There's the line. All of a applause gives a sense of 
Wrong! At 7 p.m. the actors Places for Act I, Scene I." A sudden a very contagious accomplishment and makes 
and actresses are arriving. hush falls over backstage as case of ticklish throat the weeks of hard work 
At 7 :  15 they are beginning to the first scene actors and spreads. worth it all. 
Eddie Money used to be a N YC cop Journeyb new LPgoingplatinum 
3uccess stories 
By MICHAEL REAVES 
Entertainment Editor 
TOT0 
Members of TOT0 are 
studio veterans who have 
appeared on countless hit 
albums recorded in LA. But 
that fact, and $1 will buy a 
group a copy of ROLLING 
STONE. Lots of groups with 
s i m i l a r l y  i m p r e s s i v e  
medpntiaL~ n&vsrBuen net to 
force, all for the love of rock 
and roll. It didn't take too 
long before his songs and 
style impressed enough 
people to get him a record 
contract, followed by an 
album FM'ers couldn't get 
enough of, followed by a hit 
single "Baby Hold On" . . . 
and the rest is on-going 
history. The first LP is ap- 
proaching platinum, and his 
brand n e ~ ~  secand album is 
has also added fuel to the fire 
of the "Rocky Horrow 
Picture Show" cult. That, of 
course, is where the BigGuy 
got his big break. Isn't pop 
culture a glorious thing? 
JOURNEY 
JOURNEY started off with 
a great first album, and a 
built-in following for the 
individual members (all  
were from successful 
and energy of a hit LP, and 
radio stations were all over it 
from the day it was born. 
Now MOTHER'S FINEST 
is the fastest - growing band 
of its kind in the country, and 
the stage is set  for 
MOTHER'S FINEST to 
become the all-format 
monster grou, that they 
deserve to be. 
Critic's choice 
By MICHAEL REAVES 
Entertainment Editor 
S P I R I T S  H A V I N G  
FLOWN-Bee Gees, RSO 
Records, produced by the 
Bee Gees, Karl Richardson, 
Albhy Galuten in association 
with the Robert Stigwood 
Organization. 
PERSONNEL 
Barry Gibb, guitar and 
vocals-Robin Gibb, vocals- 
Maurice Gibb, bass and 
vocals-Dennis Bryon, 
drums-Blue Weaver, pianos, 
ARP synthesizers, and 
v i b e s - A l a n  K e n d a l l ,  
guitars. 
Although many people 
think that the BEE GEES 
were an overnight success 
(no such animal) with 
Saturday Night Fever, they 
have been recording far over 
22 years. 
Driven by their brilliant 
composer - arranger Barry, 
the Gibb Brothers have had 
staying power enjoyed by no 
m e  else short of Elvis or 
perhaps the BEATLES. 
The first cut on the first 
side entitled "Tragedy," is a 
high powered number 
characteristic of their style 
since the early-to-mid '70s. 
The CHICAGO brass 
section (Lee, Jimmy and 
Walt) puts the finishing 
touches on their only real 
disco cut on the LP. 
The smash release of "To 
Much Heaven" brings 
reminescent thoughts of the 
BEE GEES earlier style, 
when they were making svch 
hits as "To Love Somebody" 
(get THAT all you old BDB 
members), 
"Ma~sachusettes", and "I 
Started A Joke." The mixing 
on this cut is superb, with a 
heavy bass line, subdued 
guitar tones and the 
technician has brought out 
those beautiful RHODES 
tones for fill-in. The only 
disagreeable sound I could 
find on this cut was a 
somewhat irritating lead 
vocal towards the end of the 
piece. Definitely a milestone 
far the Gibbs. 
"Love You Inside Out" is 
just now being released a s  a 
single and shows promise of 
going just as far as  the first 
two. 
Basically a one-chord funk 
through the verse, it quickly 
changes to a mellow feel 
during the bridge and flows 
into a steady-metered string 
- filled chorus. During the 
course of the song, it moves 
to a definite disco feel, to 
funk and then to mellow. It 
could be confusing to the 
dancers, but certainly 
pleasing to the listener. Blue 
Weaver once again gives 
some nice Rhodes overtones. 
If I didn't know better, I'd 
swear that "Reaching Out" 
was recorded 12 years ago. 
Back to their old style, this 
starts out with some nice 
acoustic work by Barry Gibb 
and Alan Kendall. It stays 
slow throughout, and has a 
MANILOW stepwise key 
change that changes the feel 
just a little, and the beat 
becomes heavier. Chart 
bound for sure. 
The title cut is not going to 
make the disco floors, but it 
won't be because the song 
has no promise. It has a nice 
salsa feel from the begin- 
ning, again with great 
acoustic work a t  the edge. A 
m o s t  i n t e r e s t i n g  
progression. Herbie Mann 
gives us some simple but 
nice flute lines in the break 
section and again at the end. 
Good lyrics, well con- 
structed, and some nice 
vocal arrangements. Would 
make a beautiful 'sunny day 
beach' song to hear when 
you're feelin' good. 
The first cut from side two 
was not nearly as  awesome 
as it's cousin on the flip 
>pikits Having Flown: the BEE GEES 
latest LP is this month's best album bet 
force behind the superficial 
melodic lines, mixing some 
excellent trap licks in with 
the mellow feel this song 
seems to have. Nice horn, 
string and harmony 
arrangements is "Stop's 
only salvation. 
Great horn and string 
work a t  the beginning of 
"Living Together." It turns 
quickly to funk and stays 
there for the most part. A 
brier shift to an upbeat thing 
after each charus which 
could really throw dance~s.  
"I'm Satisfied" is a low- 
beat Latin, a d  has decent 
horn work throughout. Much 
simpler progression makes 
this song sound very unlike 
the BEE GEES styie and 
usual musical genius. This 
m e  probably won't make the 
charts, but I do like the way 
everything is carried into 
from the verse to a com- 
pletely different mood at  the 
chorus. 
"Until" is a well - put - 
together piece, but alas, is 
too short. No given tempo, an 
ad lib feel, and lots of reverb 
make this one a real tear- 
jerker, definitely something 
to play when the lights are 
"Spirits Having Flown" i;?, 
wellconstructed if you look 
at it as  two different albums, 
sides one and two. They are 
different as  night and day, 
but your money is well-spent 
if you invest it on this, tfie 
BEE GEES newest work, 
(but not quite their best). 
"Spirits Having Flown" k 
this month's best album bet. 
side. In fact, the whole 
second side is not a s  irn- 
pacting nor a s  high in 
caliber. A short of ip- 
between beat keeps this q, 
called "Search, Find" from 
being categorized. Really too 
slow for fast dancing, but a 
high-spirited slow number, 
The horn section, the 
BONEROO HORNS, gives 
this number the extra punch 
it needs. Not characteristic 
of the Gibbs at all, but 
pleasant enough for the 
listener. 
"Stop (Think Again)" 
snacks of an old B. B. King 
blues number, in the 
traditional 6-8 tempo. 
Lead vocal is a little weak, 
but the Rhodes and the 
BONEROO HORNS come to 
the rescue. Really nice h x n  
work in this one, but Dennis 
Bryon is the only driving 
statzc at all 
~ L I I I I L ~ L  ~y L L ~ I ~ L  G D D A  v - 
credentials never even get to 
see the lower levels of the 
trade charts. TOTO, 
however, delivered a debut 
album worthy of all their 
combined hit-making ex- 
perience. The result was an 
LP released in September, 
and platinum by the time you 
read this. And if you haven't 
LCened to the entire TOT0 
1 2  yet, rest assk. :d that 
"Hold the Line" is no fluke. 
TOT0 is a winner. 
EDDIE MONEY 
So you want to be a rock 
and roll star, 1978. EDDIE 
MONEY turned his back on a 
career handing out parking 
tickets for the NYC police 
p " U - A . Y . 6  y--I.... I.., I.. - .A" 
brand new second album is 
even more captivating than 
the first. 
MEAT LOAF 
Well, you'll soon be able. to 
get the entire MEAT LOAF 
LP on individual singhs. But 
you know what? Every 
MEAT LOAF sir!gle adds 
new momentum to the 
MEAT LOAF "Bat Out of 
Hell" album. His album is 
well past double - platinum, 
and it remains one of the 
hottest, most consistent 
sellers in the U. S. It's also 
the hottest international 
debut I've seen in many 
moons, with another two 
million selling outside the U. 
S. MEAT LOAF'S success 
-AS-- r A u u u r  I r z r l u v - z l  D ( a l l  
were from successful 
groups). Then, which each 
LP, they fined-tuned their 
sound and solidified their 
musical direction. Each 
album sold better than the 
last with "Infinity," their 
fourth and best, effortlessly 
going platinum without a 
national hit single. If this 
keeps up, JOURNEY'S 
potential is indeed infinite. 
And their fifth album is 
anxiously awaited by all. 
MOTHER'S FINEST 
Atlanta's finest funk-rock 
band released their third 
album in 1978, and all the 
pieces fell into place. 
"Mother Factor", their 
newest work, had the sound 
BOB JAMES 
1978 was quite a year for 
BOB JAMES. He produced 
Kenny Loggins' "Night- 
watch" album. His Tappan 
Zee label turned out some of - 
the best fusion music (use 
your imagination) of the 
year, and helped launch solo 
careers for Wilbert 
Longmire and Mark Colby. 
And to cap it all off, he 
released his own "Touch- 
down" album . . the hottest 
sounding (and selling) BOB 
JAMES LP yet. Two weeks 
after release it was topping 
the jazz charts, bulleting up 
the national charts, and 
heading for gold. 
By MICHAEL REAVES 
Entertainment Editor 
-4s if everyone didn't know, 
WAYLON JENNINGS was 
at Jacksonville on Friday. 
But what you might not have 
known is that his back-up 
band, the CRICKETS, have 
been Waylon's band from his 
not - as - successful days to 
the present. 
Now available on CLOUDS 
records c a TK production), 
BOBBY CALDWELL'S hit 
"What You Won't Do For 
Love." That fact and 89 cents 
will buy the siqgle. But it 
won't buy the new- heart - 
shaped, red vinyl, special 
Valentine Day release. 
mat ' s  right, heart - shaped 
and playable on any turn- 
table. 
Also available a t  
nationwide record retail 
stores, the newly released 
LP from the LONDON 
S Y M P H O N Y  O R -  
CHESTRA'S "Classic 
Rock". Brand new from the 
world's largest rock group, 
containing the Classics 
"Nights in White Satin," a 
MOODY BLUES smash hit, 
also ',Lucy in the Sky with 
Diamonds" (BEATLES), 
"Whole Lotta Love" (now on 
the radio by NICOLETTE 
LARSON), ' 'Bohemian 
Rhapsody ", "Without You", 
and "I'm Not in Love." 
One of the best LPs I've 
heard this month is 
RETURN TO FOREVER'S 
newly - released live album. 
Produced by Chick Corea, 
this album was recorded 
during the group's summer 
'77 tour. Corea, Stanley 
Clarke and Joe Farrell pace 
the eight cuts which range 
from fast  tempoed horn 
a r r a n g e m e n t s  l i k e  
"The Musician" to driving 
pieces as evidenced on "So 
Long Mickey Mouse" and 
"Musicmagic." In addition, 
Corea has included an 
acoustic piece entitled, 
"Chick's Piano Solo", an 
audience favorite. The 
package is well-crafted live 
efforts with good mix all the 
way through, characteristic 
d RTF's style. Keep your 
ears open especially for 
"The Musician" and "The 
Endless Parts 1 & 2." 
Watch for two new super 
comedies coming up, a new 
JOHN BELUSHI film due in 
the spring and STEVE 
MARTIN'S film debut 
coming up sometime this 
year. 
I hope all you caught 
BROTHER BILLY'S TV 
debut Saturday night called 
"Flatbed Annie and 
S w e e t i e p i e :  L a d y  
Truckers." It was aired on 
CBS, and was one of the 
worst thmgs to happen to 
Jimmy' second term 
campaign. 
Speaking of Billy, the King 
of Beer was scheduled to be 
on "Face the Nation" (until 
his famous airport scene). 
The producers of the show 
cancelled, for fear Brother 
Billy might try to "Moon the 
Nation." 
And, as  long a s  we're on a 
political subject. the new hit 
single in Tennessee is a 
number entitled "Pardon 
Me, Ray," recorded by 
WNGE-TV's  s i n n i n g  
w e a t h e r m a n ,  B R I A N  
'.BLUE" CHRISTIE. Ever 
since Gov. Blanton's 
courageous pardoning act, 
T-shirts bearing a "Pardon 
Me, Governor" sign on it, 
and this new hit single. And 
the lyrics cut to the core: 
By MICHAEL REAVES 
Entertainment Editor 
The main advantage to FM 
radio stations is because 
they offer static-free 
reception. The main ad- 
vantage to WLJS-FM is 
because they offer more 
music . . . and because it is 
OUR radio station. 
True, it is OURS. But we 
don't ever use it. I see 
posters put up, an- 
nouncements made through 
this paper, word - of - mouth 
rumors, and everything else. 
But no one seems to utilize 
this facility that is available 
to us all for the asking. 
WLJS-FM, more widely station. Says Driscoll, nightly, and you can hear 
known a s  92J, is a 10-watt "We're an album - oriented what you're getting before 
station located at 91.9 on station. We play songs you you get it (the shaft, that is, 
your FM radio dial. You can might not hear on 'Top 40' by some record-pushing 
usually find it around 92. It stations." And how many salesman). 
plays solid music, public times have you wanted to So use your radio station: 
service announcements and buy an LP, but been unsure And listen to it. Many of your 
school - affiliated an- of what it might sound like. friends and fellow students 
nouncements. That's all. No Say you were a big Boston are the deejays that run the 
commercials, no stupid, fan. That group has a new shows, not to mention some 
boring shows discussing LP out. But many people say pros from Q-104. Many of the 
such "interesting" subjects that it sounds too much like students that work there gf: 
you can hear on these their first album. Why waste on to become popular ancj 
"morning shows" that a p  six or seven (or probably highly successful jocks at 
pear on local commercial more) bucks to find out when large commercial stations in 
stations. you can hear many of the the Southeast. Don't wasti 
Station Manager Dave cuts not played on com- the talent that comes ovet 
Driscoll urges JSU students mercial stations, even one as the airwaves from the 'Jf 
and organizations to use the popular as  WQEN-104 FM. They depend on you for arj 
92J has an album feature audience. 
tpourn 
"Pardon me, Ray-are Watch out for  CINDY 
you the cat the signs the BULLENS, who the New 
pardons? York Times calls "a real 
'Cause you're an old friend talent for upbeat rock and 
of mine, Just put your name roll." Her debut LP, "Desire 
on the line. Wire" on United Artists 
Double murder and rape- records and tapes. 
that's all the jury put me in Cincinnati has also opened 
for. up a new disco. Though not 
And I'm sure you'll agree, quite as classy a s  'Frisco's 
They took advantage of me." "Oz", "TOMORROW'S" 
The song was an apparent cost over 1.2 million dollars 
rip-off of the6'Chattanooga to build. Their lighting 
Choo-Choo" standard-a system alone cost $250,000. 
fact that didn't escape the Anyone who thought the 
notice of United Artists LETTERMEN were gone 
Music, who claimed the song from the music scene, look 
was an unauthorized parody again! For thme of you too 
and amounted to a copyright young to remember, these 
infringement. So back to the three guys from the USA are 
studio went "Blue" Christie beghning their eighth tour of 
and the Gitch Yore Own Japan and had the hit, 
Band. They have released <<Can't Take My Eyes Off of 
their r e m a k e s a m e  word- You." 
s s a m e  meaning--different One last thing, a very 
melody. reliable source tells me that 
The latest in clubs, and MY BROTHER'S BAR (201 
perhapsthe ultimate in night S. Pelham in J'ville) is gaing 
time entertainment is San to be hosting LOUISIANA'S 
Francisco's newest disco LE ROUX sometime this 
called "OZ". Perched 30 spring. Details a re  
floors above the bay, "OZ" is unavailable at this time, as 
located in the penthouse of are tickets. But you can 
the St. Francis Hotel. "OZ" believe it, BROTHER'S has 
has the classiest interior in brought many large-name 
the country, including live acts to this area; this one 
foliage and entire forests of doesn't even surprise me. 
trees. How come we can't get acts 
Soriny Paine, long-time like that? Don't tell me that 
jazz drummer with such they're not available. Watch 
names a s  Harry James and this column for any further 
Count Basie died a t  the age info, and look for an ad- 
of 52 with an apparent heart vertisement any day now in 
condition Jan. 29 in L. A. this Paper. 
1 Citv - 




March 2-Elvis Costello in 
concert, starting at 8 p.m. 
Tickets are n,;; on >ale, $7 
for general admission. 
March 20-Styx in con- 
cert, starting a t  8 p.m. 
Tickets are now on sale for $8 
general admission. 
Montgomery, Alabama 
Montgomery Civic Center 
Feb. l&Statler Brcz ,in 
concert, starting at 8 p rn. 
Tickets are now or s ile for 
$6.50 advance, $7,:)0 t:ic. day 
of the show. Ail seats 
reserved. 
Birmingham, Alabam~ 
Birmingham-Jef ' :son 
Civic Gel;: ei. 
Feb. 24--Chuck MangioAe 
in concert, star ti.:^ 9) 8 p fn. 
Tickets are now o r  sale at 
$8.50 and $7.50. , 11 > ats 
reserved. 
National 
(Continued From Page 6 )  
weeks. 
Big deal, right? It has 
remained in the top 40 LPs 
since its release 64, yes 64 
weeks ago. Also, the 
VILLAGE P E O P L E ' S  
"Macho Man" is holding at 
102 after being on the charts 
for 47 weeks. But the ones 
that have them all beat are 
these: BILLY JOEL holding 
spot 28 with his "Stranger" 
LP, for 71 weeks, MEAT 
IDAF holding 43 with "Bat 
Out of Hell" for 68 weeks, 
FOREIGNER at '36 on 99 
weeks. VILLAGE PEOPLE 
and BARRY MANILOW, on 
the charts for 72 and 51 
weeks respectively raised 
five spots, STYX holding at 
145 after 81 weeks, and 
CHUCK M A N G I O N E  
maintaining spot 188 with 
"Feels So Good" LP. But 
here a re  the clenchers. 
FLEETWOOD MAC, due for 
another LP soon, is holding 
number 111 after 103 weeks 
on the charts (only a week 
shy of two years) and PINK 
FLOYD, who hasn't had a 
big hit since the early 70s is 
finally dropping from 194 to 
Isafter being on the charts 
for 245 weeks.Talk a b u t  
'staying power'. 
These figures are ,  ac- 




Tuesday, February 20, 1979 
Steve Ingram On Bottom I 
I 
Pinnzng By 
Allen Clark it down 
Waiting For The Whistle I 
GSC Votes To Remain In 
My regards go to the Jax areas," a s  University 
State wrestlihg team who President Dr. Ernest Stone 
has worked so hard and terms these departments. 
diligently the entire year Dr. Stone, one of the most 
mly tc have the "welcome avid cports fans  a t  
mat" pulled out from un- Jacksonville, tried to do 
derneath their feet. everything in his power to 
The wrestling team was work the budget in favor of 
just notified that they will the wrestling team and the 
not compete in the regional blame most definitely cannot 
tournament to qualify for the fall on his shoulders. 
nationals. The reason: no Due to the short notice, the 
funds to send them. SGA did not have sufficient 
Let me clarify that time to gather all the 
statement for you. The new senators and members, hold 
state administrators have hit an organized meeting, and 
Jax State (along with every decide - -  on -- where - to - get such - a 
The nine-member Gulf 
South Conference will be 
reduced to a seven-member 
conference this year but the 
seven remaining members 
agreed unanimously to 
continue the conference's 
status a s  a NCAA Division 11 
member. 
The unanimous decision 
came in Jackson, Miss., as  
the member schools 
discussed a ruling by the 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) to cut 
division members' football 
scholarships from 60 to 45, 
effective in 1982. 
Southeastern Louisiana 
and Nicholls State, an- 
ticipating the NCAA 
decision, resigned from the 
conference last year. 
"It seems impractical at 
this time for the conference 
to apply for Division I status 
and play a (Division I )  AA 
schedule ," said Jacksonville 
State University athletic 
director Jerry Cole. "I't's 
not just a matter of saying, 
'We're going up,' " Cole said. 
"There is certain criteria 
we've got to meet." 
Cole said that Division I- 
AA schools had to play a t  
least 50 percent of their 
football games against other 
Division I opponents and in 
basketball, 85 percent of the 
schedule had to be against 
Division 1 opponents. 
"It is particularly hard to 
adhere to in basketball 
because none of our con- 
ference schools a re  ' in 
Division I basketball," Cole 
said. 
Cole added that the con- 
ference has appointed a 
committee of three member 
schools to study the 
possibility of certain in- 
dividual schools in the 
conference retaining their 60 
scholarships in football 
instead of reducing as  ruled 
by the NCAA. 
"The consequences of that, 
we feel, would be that the 
schools who do not adhere 
(to schokrship reduction) 
will forfeit the right to 
participate in the Division II 
football championships," 
Cole said. "But it would 
preserve the right hopefully 
of our other sports to be able 
to compete on the Division I1 
level for national titles. In 
football, dual members 
(NCAA and NAIA members) 
a u l d  play for the NAIA 
(football) championship. 
The schools in the con- 
ference which did reduce 
scholarships, could play for 
the Division I1 football title.'' 
Cole said that the com- 
mittee, comprised of Troy 
State, Delta State and 
Mississippi College, will 
report back to the con- 
ference at the June meeting 
with an opinion from the 
NCAA on whether the 
scllools could remain 
members in Division II if 
they did not reduce 
scholarships. 
"We're not sure if the 
NCAA will go along with this 
and allow us ta retain our 
membership," Cole said. 
"But according to the rule 
book, they will." 
Cole said that "at least 
three schools" in the con- 
ference will "make every 
effort not to reduce 
scholarships in football and 
still maintain the relation- 
ship with the conference." 
Those schools, Cole said, 
are Jacksonville State, Troy 
State and the University of 
Tennessee - Martin. 
The Gulf South Conference 
members are Jacksonville 
Larry 
State, Livingston University, 
Troy State, Delta State, 
Mississippi College, the 
University of North 
Alabama and Tennessee - 
Mar tin. 
"The conference (GSSC) is 
not resolved for just one 
year, ' '  Cole said. 
"Hopefully, it is resolved 
from now on. We made an 
effort to keep the nine 
schools together but after 
they (Nicholls and 
Southeastern Louisiana j 
explained their situation 
everyone agreed it was in the 
best interest if they (Nicholls 
and Southeastern) left the 
conference." 
state adrninis@ators have hit an organized meeting, and 
Jax State (along with every decide on where b get such a 
other state controlled or large amount of money. 
financed school) with a 6 per Please do not think that the 
cent proration, or to put it in SGA would not have helped 
straight terminoloav. a 6 the wrestling team, they 
perckt  cut in schGi'funds. 
Since the school cannot 
function without a main- 
tenance crew or utilities, the 
budget in these departments 
cannot be touched. The 
salaries at the University 
911 not be cut. Several other 
departments cannot be cut 
for the sake of all students, 
that is in terms of student 
activities and everything 
included concerning the 
majority of the student body. 
People, that doesn't leave 
very many departments to 
cut, and out of those 
departments must come a 
6ta1 of 6 percent from all 
departments combined and 
it ends up being about a 30 
percent cut from the "soft 
muld have only they hac 
had a little more time. 
If anybody really wants to 
complain to somebody who 
could possibly make sure 
that this doesn't happen 
again, then write to Mon- 
tgomery, Alabama. I think 
1 could find the exact 
addre= for you. 
We who care hope that this 
setback will not dishearten 
you to the point of not 
wanting to continue 
wrestling for Jax State next 
year. You're a great bunch 
of guys and the people here 
have a world of faith in you. 
Think about next year and 
know that then it will be 
better planned. 
'I.'harak You. 
Tuesday, Feb. 12, is a day 
that Head Coach Bill Jones 
will not forget for a long 
t h e ,  because of one person, 
Larry Wilson. Wilson put up 
48 points out of 88 for the 
Colonels of Nicholls State as 
they put Jax State out of the 
Gulf South Conference 
m n i n g  with the 88-83 vic- 
tory. 
After the game was over, 
Coach Jones' straight for- 
ward comment was, "We 
just couldn't stop him. We 
tried everything in our 
defensive arsenal and we 
still couldn't stop him." 
Jax State's plan was to 
keep the ball away from 
Wilson, but every time he 
touched the ball, Nicholls 
tallied points on the 
scoreboard 
"We went to the floor with 
about as much deslre to win 
as a team could have," said 
Jones. "But we were up 
against probably the best 
player in Division I1 
basketball and maybe even 
higher than that. He is just a 
super player and has been a 
super player since he's been 
in the conference." 
Wilson's 48 points in the 
game was a new GSC in- 
dividual scoring record for a 
single game. His reason, "I 
just felt good tonight and I 
was very relaxed." Thew's 
not much anyhody can say 
Lady Gymnasts Take 
U. Of Florida And 
Miami Dade J.C. 
By KATHY SHEEHY 
The Jacksonville State 
women's gymnastics team 
added to its list of victories 
this season by taking first 
place in a tri-meet with the 
University of Florida and 
Miami Dade Junior College 
on Saturday, Feb. 10, in 
Gainesville, Fla. 
"It was by far one of our 
better meets," remarked 
Coach Robert Dillard who 
went on to say that he felt the 
women showed much im- 
provement on vaulting, floor 
aercise,  and balance beam, 
the latter of which will be the 
team's "key to future 
strength" in the upcoming 
Regional and ' National 
Championship meets. 
Compebng without their 
top all-arounder, Susan 
Puckett, who is recovering 
from an injured ankle, 
Jacksonville came out ahead 
with a final total of 127.45. 
The second place team was 
the University of Florida 
with 121.00 and Miami scored 
89.75 for third. 
Being a junior college, 
Miami is unable to travel out 
of state to compete and is 
therefore lacking in needed 
experience. Their team 
usually participates in as  
few as  two to three meets 
each year, yet despite this 
fact, they had a fairly good 
meet and won the uneven 
parallel bars event. 
Jacksonville's Leslie Hill 
shared the honor of first 
place all-around with 
Alexander of the University 
of Florida as each scored a 
total of 32.35. Florida's 
Kathy Gordon (31.90) was 
third. and JSU's Susan Balk 
was fourth. 
This meet was Leslie's 
first time to take first place 
all-around since she began 
competing for Jacksonville. 
In Coach Dillard's words, the 
all-around scores are "a 
clear indication of how hard 
both Leslie and Susan have 
been working rn the past few 
weeks." 
Credit must be given to 
JSU's Cindy Frank for her 
accomplishments in this 
meet. Unable to compete 
earlier this season due to an 
ujured foot, Cindy could 
perform only her bar routine 
in the team's last few meets, 
yet this time she showed her 
beam routine for the first 
time and scored in the high 
7's. 
Vaulting was dominated 
by Jacksonville as  three JSU 
women placed in this event. 
Kathy Balk received the 
highest score of 8.65 for her 
half on-full twist off. There 
was a tie for second between 
JSU's Lynn Bruce and Karen 
.Alexander of Florida a s  each 
scored an 8.5 for their 
handspring fulls, and JSU's 
Susan Balk performed her 
tucked Tsukahara for an 8.35 
and third place. 
Uneven parallel bars 
proved to be the weakest 
event for each team. 
bbatosh of Miami Dade won 
the event with an 8.45 
(See FLORIDA, Page 10) 
against that, he made it to 
the record book. 
High scorer for Jax State 
was Tommy Bonds with 19 
points followed by AAl Lanb- 
fwd with 16, Todd Smyly with 
16, Bob Clements, 10; 
Tommy Keith, 8; Van Davis, 
8; Ronald Towns, 4;  and 
Larry Blair, 2. 
One last comment from 
B a c h  Bill Jones that really 
is worth repeating was: '*I'd 
like to attend Wilson's 
graduation a t  the close of 
this semester. I'd love to go 
down there and hand him his 
diploma, just to make sure 
he won't be coming back." 
Hey Tommy! You Forgot Something 
Ladies Catch 
Livington On 
A Tiger Hunt, 
Grand Opening 
Wed. Feb. 21 
All Prices Slashed I By JEFF HUBBARD I 
25q Draft 
The nets are still burning game was thrown awav. and 
at Pete Mathews coliseum 
where the Lady Gamecocks 
burned the Livingston Tigers 
109-43 Tuesday night. 
There was no contest in- 
volved for JSU except to see 
how many records could be 
broken. In the first half they 
scored the most points in a 
half (75), albwed the fewest 
(19) and had 3 players in 
double figures. 
However,  Livingston 
didn't throw in the towel, 
although it looked like the 
JSU broire the magic 100 
mark with 8:17 left in the 
game when Gail Umphrey 
tipped in a rebound. 
JSU's record improved to 
17-4 wh~le Livingston ends up 
at 4-17. 
Vickie Holmes scored 27 to 
lead the Lady Gamecocks. 
Iioimes had 21 in the first 
half to set a team record. 
Others in double figures 
includes Felicia Kendrick 
with 12, and Jill Collins, 
Willene Chatfield and Kim 
Sewell with 10 each. 
Best Salad Bar In TOCC'~ 
No Free Delivery Wed. 
We are a small business 
trying to make it. We 
appreciate your business. 
All interested groups register 
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Ball Up For Grabs, 
Van Davis Looks On 
Jack White New 
Offensive Coordinator 
J a c k s o n v i l l e  S t a t e  
University head football 
coach Jim Fuller announced 
this weekend the hiring of 
Jack White as  offensive 
coordinator. 
White, 29, comes to JSU 
from the University of 
Kansas, where he coached 
four years. 
"Jack played quarterback 
in college and has a rich 
background in athletics," 
Fuller said. "In addition to 
being a fine coach, he is also 
an excellent recruiter." 
White will replace Watson 
Brown, who resigned last 
summer to take a job at 
Texas Tech. Brown is now 
head coach at Austin Peay. 
Fuller did not hire a 
replacement for Brown last 
summer, deciding to wait 
until after the 1978 season. 
White coached the 
defensive secondary a t  
Kansas two years and the 
junior varsity two years 
following one year at East 
Carolina. 
Jacksonville State's new 
coach was introduced to 
athletics at an early age as 
his dad, Jack White Sr., 
worked for the New York 
Yankees baseball team 15 
years in the front office and 
also served a s  general 
manager for the San 
Francisco 49er football 
team. He retired in 1975. 
"I'm excited about 
working with the offense 
again and joining the 
Jacksonville staff," said 
White. "Jacksonville State 
has a rich tradition in 
football and I'm anxious to 
get started." 
Weelrend results : 
Jacksonville lady gymnasts win 
MidSouth against Louisville (Znd), 
LSU (3rd), Indiana State (Pth), 
Due to inclement 
weather, the full 
In  India, owl's flesh is regarded as an aphrodisiac, but  eating it will turn a man into 
a fool! 
results will be in 

























the next edition of 
the "Chanticleer. " 
Jay Dobbins 
And The Last 
Home Win 
Of Theseason 
































m u r s .  26 
Fri.  27 
Sat. 28 
Athens Colleie 
Illinois B e n e @ J i ~  (2) 
Illinois Benedictine (2) 
Hun tingdon 
Valparaiso (2 ) 
Cleveland State (2) 
Tennessee (1  ) 
Union College (2) 
Taylor College 
Baldwin Wallace (2) 




Troy State (2) 
Wisconsin Whitewater (2)  
UT Martin (2)  
OPPONENT 
Tennessee Temple 




North Alabama (2) 
ELmhurst College (2) 
Athens College 
North Alabama (2)  
Auburn 
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1:00 and 3:00 
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2:oo 
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1:00 and 3:00 
1:00 and 3:00 
TIME 
4:OO 
1:00 and  3:00 
2:oo 
1:00 and 3:00 
2:oo 
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1:00 and 3:00 
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E. Ky. and Auburn 











Stephenson Gym (1  :30) 








Jax State's ladies track 
team was down at  Auburn 
again on Feb. 3, and picked 
up sixth spot out of nine 
in the two mile run and 
Synthera Bruner placed f i w  
in the same event. The two 
mile relay team, consisting 
of Synthera Bruner, Connie 
Swain, Shirley Looney and 
Becky Threatt, placed sixth 
in the meet. The mile relay 
team placed sixth with 
Georgia Barkett, Coco 
The teams placed a s  
follows : Auburn, Florida 
A&NI, Tuskegee, Alabama 
State, Hillsborough College, 
Jax State, A&M, 
..From left, Terry Turner, Robert Marmann, David Third row: Glenn Roswal H.C., Jerry Ciles, Steve Troy and Georgia last' West, Mitchell Walters, Jim Beene. Second row: Dennis Machen, Mike Weckworth, Matt Holaday. 
Bryant, Benji Spann, Jack McClanahan, Paul Core. 
Vanessa Churchwell, Michelle Bland. Airleen Finley, Marge Pope. 
Back row: Christi Catanzmo, Lori 
Jackson d i e  State University 
competition with a score of POS. HGT. WGT.HOMETOWN Jax 75 - UAH 60 
5. Alford Henderson TB 6-0 175 Centre 
By RANDY COLEMAN 
Linda Gordon (8.1). 
TE-LB 6-2 190 Waycross, Ga. 
and should be the favorite to domination. Willene Chat- lead UAH. 
win the state touniament. field scored 14 and pulled 
and Tuskegee. Felicia Kendrick kn 
Tues.- Gong Show 
Wed.- Hot Legs Dance Contest 
Ladies Nite Free Draft 9 - 10 
Thurs.- Sorority Nite 
Fri.- Student ID Nite 
Sat.- 1/2 Price Cover 
Sun.- Spaghetti All You Can Eat 
Only $2.00 
Mono- No Cover 
3 
The Only Place To Dine 6: Dance In Jacksonville ! 
